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FIRST
COMMUNITY

Marieb College reaches out to region 
with psychological first aid 
 BY KAREN FELDMAN

HEN DISASTER 
strikes, those 
affected often 
need more than 
food, clothing and 

shelter. Some need psychological help as well. 
That’s what Florida Gulf Coast University’s 
recent initiative aims to provide.

The Mental Health First Aid Team is a 
group of trained students, faculty and staff 
that heads into surrounding communities to 
deliver disaster relief, including the supplies 
and psychological first aid survivors need.

In September, a team of 16 volunteers 
– students, faculty and a community 
member – distributed $1,000 worth 
of supplies and worked with residents 
experiencing distress as a result of 
Hurricane Irma and its aftermath. Those 
they helped included at-risk adolescent 
girls at the PACE Center for Girls as well 
as Gateway Elementary School in Fort 
Myers and Manatee Elementary in Naples.

A second team of 20 went 
to Everglades City School 

in December, armed with 
athletics and recreation 
equipment to replace what 
had been destroyed in the 

storm. The day included an 
ice cream social and time for the 

students to talk about life post-Irma.
The effort came about after a $5,000 

donation from David W. and Alise G. 
Bartley, who moved to Bonita Springs from 

Canton, Ohio, three weeks before Irma 
struck. Alise Bartley is an educator, therapist 
and part-time faculty member at FGCU who 
spent two weeks volunteering to help counsel 
survivors of Hurricane Katrina in Biloxi, Miss.

She and her husband have pledged 
another $10,000 to match donations from 
other members of the community to kick 
start the Marieb College of Health & 
Human Services Community Relief Fund. 

“We believe in this community and we 
want to be part of the solution for those 
who are struggling right now,” she says.

So what, exactly, is psychological first aid?
It’s short-term counseling geared to 

helping people get back on their feet and 
start moving forward. 

“One of the main premises is to meet 
the person where they are,” says FGCU 
counseling Associate Professor Abbe Finn, 
who works extensively in this field. “People 
react radically differently. You help them 
connect with their support system and 
help them to regain their balance.”

Some people respond by fighting – for 
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FGCU students and faculty visit Everglades 
City School for games, an ice cream social, 
and time for the students to talk about life 
post-Irma.
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People react radically differently. 
You help them connect with their support system 

and help them to regain their balance.
A B B E  F I N N ,  

F G C U  C O U N S E L I N G  A S S O C I AT E  P R O F E S S O R‘‘ ’’
MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELOR PLAYS 
HEALING ROLE AT PARKLAND TRAGEDY 

Most people can remember where they were when a 
particular catastrophe happened. But Abbe Finn, an FGCU 
associate professor of clinical mental health, 
knows better than most.

She often winds up at the site of the 
disaster. She was on Wall Street after 
terrorists brought down the World 
Trade Center towers on Sept. 11, 
2001. She spent time in New Orleans 
in 2005, after Hurricane Katrina 
devastated that city, helping residents 
mourn their losses and heal.

And 48 hours after the Valentine’s Day shooting at Marjory 
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland that killed 17 
students and teachers, she was there, talking with traumatized 
students and teachers at the request of the American Red Cross.

She spent a week as part of a team of counselors, therapy 
dogs and many others there to help people recover.    

Finn walked around with bottles of ice water and pamphlets 
offering tips on self-care and handed them out as she 
approached people, many of whom would start talking.

“I talked to children who had survived the shooting, 
the parents of those who had been in the school and 
were worried about their children and people from the 
community,” she says. “We went to a mosque and talked to 
children and the fathers and mothers of two boys who were 
in the school during the shooting.”

Parents told her their happy-go-lucky children were now 
agitated and cranky.

“A women said she asked her kids what they wanted for 
lunch and the kids would yell, ‘I don’t know. Don’t ask me!”

Finn explained to them that the kids weren’t angry at their 
parents. “They’re just angry,” she says.

One young man had become nonverbal. Finn saw him a 
couple of days later with the therapy dogs. “I saw him bend 
down and pat one of the dogs and then he was talking to it.”

This is tough work, she concedes, but work she embraces.
“It’s difficult, but if there’s any way you can help people 

through this and you have the skills for it, I’d rather be there 
helping than standing on the sidelines and watching. It was 
an extraordinary experience.” n

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
To donate to the Marieb College 
of Health & Human Services’ 
Community Relief Fund,  
visit fgcu.edu/donate.

their own lives or those of others. The stress often hits later, after 
the emergency has passed and they begin to experience anxiety, 
insomnia or loss of appetite. Others may freeze immediately and be 
unable to do anything for themselves or their families.

After the hurricane, Alise Bartley and her colleagues in counseling 
came up with a plan to create these teams. They hope to conduct 
training sessions once a month or so to be ready when disasters 
such as hurricanes, fires or other emergencies strike. That way they 
can move quickly to help.

 “These experiences are life changing and they are meant to be,” 
says Bartley of the encounters with survivors. 

Finn has extensive experience with psychological first aid, having 
worked with survivors on Wall Street following the 9/11 terrorist 
attacks and just recently with those of the Parkland shootings, and 
has seen the good it 
can do. 

“It’s intense but it’s 
part of what I love 
about it,” she says. 
“You’re completely 
engaged. You’re doing 
something.”

 Bartley, whose husband also took part, says the visit to 
Everglades City School was “a fabulous day.”

Assistant Professor Ann Tilman from the counseling program led 
team-building exercises. Finn handed out chalk so students could 
draw their experiences. And they offered students a variety of ice 
cream treats so they could pick what they wanted.

“Choice is so important when giving people help,” Bartley says. 
“Too many times we give them what we think they need instead of 
what they’d like to have.”

Hannah Varnadoe, a graduate student in the clinical mental health 
program, had never been to Everglades City before joining the team.

“I’ve been through hurricanes,” having grown up in Orlando, 
“but I’ve never seen the devastation that this one brought, especially 
in this seafaring community,” she says. “Without their boats, the 
people in this town were devastated.”

The children talked about being displaced from their homes and 
that many of their parents were out of work.

Taking part in the team effort “gave me a good feeling. It made 
me realize how much the people had lost and how much the kids 
just wanted to be back in their homes.”

It made Varnadoe happy to see how much joy the students got 
from the athletic equipment. “The school is really gung-ho about 
baseball,” she says. “And they loved the hula hoops.” n
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Cheeps by the dozen
Here’s the scoop on a coop full of chickens under the wings of Eagles / BY KEITH GIBSON

N ANDY AND ANGELA 
Kunkle’s world, the chickens most 
definitely came before the eggs. 

A dozen peeps, to be specific. 
They were given to the Kunkles as 

a gift from Angela’s dad at Easter time a year 
ago. But unlike the untold numbers of baby 
chicks in a box or a basket that have scratch 
chance of survival once the holiday novelty 
wears off, the Kunkles’ little Rhode Island 
Reds — all 12 of them, including a gravely 
sick chick that Andy had to nurse back to the 
brood by handfeeding it with a syringe — 
lived to become the gift that keeps on giving. 

That gift? Eggs. Usually one every day from 
each hen. All brown. All natural. All nutritious.

Andy (’02, computer information 
systems) and Angela (’04, communication) 
are both Florida Gulf Coast University 
alums, with Angela still firmly entrenched 
in The Nest as assistant director for major 
gifts. So for these two Eagles, married 
life, their two young children, a dog and 
a dozen hens in a backyard barnyard at 
their one-acre property just minutes from 
campus, is just about everything family 
happiness is cracked up to be.

“We’d been talking about doing 

something like this, and then my dad 
showed up with the 12 chicks in a cage 
and supplies,” Angela said. “I thought 
maybe eight of them would make it. But 
they all lived.”

Actually, raising chickens would merely 
be a matter of Andy altering his backyard 
farming game from vegetable gardening, 
which he grew up enjoying harvests from in 
his native Maryland thanks to the green-
thumb passion of his own biology-teacher 
dad. “I started gardens when I moved 
down to Florida, and had some success,” he 
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( continued from page 6 )
said. “It does take more effort than growing 
things in Maryland, and the seasons are the 
opposite. It’s too hot to grow anything other 
than hot peppers in the summer here.”

So, Andy and Angela’s dad, Larry Hodge, 
spent all Easter weekend building a bigger 
coop (about 4 feet-by-6-feet-by 4 feet). 
“The chicks were completely free-range 
at the time because we have a fenced-in 
backyard,” Angela said. “But then the dogs 
and kids started tracking chicken poop 
into the house, so we decided we needed a 
bigger coop.”

That’s when Andy 
built the current 
structure, which has 
dimensions of 16-by-
10-by-8 and cost 
him $600 to $800 in 
materials. “I predator-
proofed it as much 
as possible. It’s well-
fortified,” Andy said.

The collection of 
cacklers not only has 
survived the mortality 
of infancy and 
neighborhood nuisances 
with sharp teeth, but 
scrambled to ride out 
Hurricane Irma this past September.

“I chained the door to the coop open for 
them, and a big ficus tree — about 40 feet 
tall and six feet in diameter — got knocked 
down next to the coop from the 100-mile-
per-hour winds. They came out and hid 
underneath that tree during the storm, 
because we found about 30 eggs they laid 
throughout the root system. For as silly and 
dumb as they look, they knew what to do,” 
Andy said.

The chicks are fairly high-maintenance 
when they are young, which is why the 
Kunkles recommend starting out with just 
a few birds instead of the dozen they did. 

Now that the chickens are older, they 
only require about 15 to 20 minutes of care 
each day. Andy makes sure they get the best 
natural feed — he grows his own rye grass, 
and they also eat barley and “all of our 
table scraps.” It costs about $20 to feed the 
flock for a month.

So, here’s the scoop if you want your 

own coop, assuming first your residence 
is zoned for agricultural uses (check with 
local code enforcement): When you tally 
the cost of the chicks (they usually range 
from $1 to $5 each, with females more 
expensive), starter and permanent caging, 
food and incidental expenses, it’ll cost you 
roughly $1,000 or so to crack into this 
hobby. The rewards from that investment?

For starters, there’s the entertainment 
of watching the flock in action. “There’s 
a definite pecking order,” Andy said. “If 
I bring a head of lettuce in, the birds on 

the low rung stay way 
back. Even if I toss them 
a piece, the others will 
swarm over there and 
take it back.”

Although they haven’t 
personalized these pets 
by giving the chickens 
individual names, “just 
because we didn’t name 
them doesn’t mean 
we aren’t attached to 
them,” Angela said. 
“They all have their own 
personalities.”

And of course, there 
are those gifts from the 
gifts that keep on giving: 

the eggs themselves, all with brown shells 
(that’s what Rhode Island Reds lay) and 
yolks with an orange tint, which comes 
from the nutritious diet the flock is fed. 

“We use a lot of them,” Angela said. “I’ll 
boil some and take them to work during 
the week. And Andy sells quite a bit to 
people he works with.”

Most proceeds from the informal family 
egg sales go to good causes that are tough 
to beat. While a fraction goes toward 
feed expenses and the Kunkle Family 
Scholarship Endowed Fund in Honor of 
Jay Kunkle — awarded to FGCU science 
students in tribute to the man who first 
got his son Andy started in backyard 
sustainability — most goes into college 
savings accounts for the Kunkles’ children: 
Alexandra, 4; and Aiden, 1.

That’s what you call real nest eggs, 
funded by 12 little chickens raised and 
tended by birds of a different feather: a 
couple of FGCU Eagles. n
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FGCU.edu: The web we weave
It has been two years in the planning, but FGCU’s redesigned website is up and running 
– at least the first phase has launched, with more changes on the way. The website team 
– Jeff Garner, Gabriel Rodriguez, Mike Rechkemmer and Drew Sterwald, along with a 
team of writers – brought the university’s website into the 21st century.  Here’s what it 
took to make that happen: 

WEBSITE EDITORS TRAINED
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CUTTING EDGE

Student, professor film 
post-apartheid South Africa

T FLORIDA GULF COAST UNIVERSITY,  
we like to think our professors will go to the 
ends of the earth for their students. And 
in the case of Jon Braddy, we even have 
professors who will go to the ends of the 

earth with their students for a collaborative project.
“You have no idea how far away the southern tip 

of Africa is,” said Braddy, an assistant professor and 
communication program leader who teamed with recent 
graduate Gunnar Gibson (’15, communication) for a five-
week exploration of South Africa this past summer.

Their mission: a Seidler Undergraduate Research 
Fellowship project called “Liberation.” The 45-minute film, 
which premiered Feb. 28 at the Seidler International Film 

Festival, investigates how effective – or ineffective 
– social change has been in post-apartheid 

South Africa. A special focus is the current 
state of higher education for younger South 
Africans who belong to what is known as the 
“born-free” generation, or those born since 
the oppressive apartheid system of racial 
segregation and discrimination ended in 1991. 

“Six towns … five weeks … a lot of 
traveling,” said Gibson, who Braddy recruited 
for the project as cameraman. The two flew 
from Fort Myers to New York City, then on 
to Dubai, Johannesburg, Port Elizabeth, 
Grahamstown, Bloemfontain and Cape Town.

Now, the teacher is trying to bring his 
next vision to focus. “I have submitted a grant 

proposal to do something similar with Puerto 
Rico,” said Braddy, inspired by the island’s efforts 
to rebuild after the devastation of Hurricane 

Maria last summer.
Of course, Braddy’s Puerto Rico project also 

budgets for a filmmaker to work with the FGCU 
students who will accompany the faculty to Puerto 

Rico, and who is better prepared for that task than 
Gibson?  He traveled almost 8,000 miles with Braddy 
from Fort Myers to Cape Town, so the 1,100 or so 
miles to San Juan is a mere skip across the Atlantic. n

AWEBON THE

FGCU360.com
MORE ON 
THE TRIP 

– Keith GibsonGunnar Gibson, left, and Jon Braddy
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OBJECTS OF AFFECTION

“When I drink, I think; and when I think, I drink.” 

– Keith Gibson

RENCH RENAISSANCE 
writer Francois Rabelais 
wasn’t a student at FGCU 
when he said that in the 
1500s, but he was on to 

something. Perhaps the most personalized 
props on campus besides cellphones are 
bottles, cups, tumblers and travel mugs, 
and the only thirst tougher to quench here 
than the one for knowledge is that from 
campus treks in 90-degree heat.

For Andrew Scavelli, a senior from Palm 
Harbor, majoring in communication with a 
concentration in public relations, his silver 
metal bottle flashes the old-school logo of 
his favorite football team, the NFL’s Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers.

“For most of my life, I’ve been a big fan 
of the Buccaneers, and over the years I’ve 
collected all sorts of memorabilia,” Scavelli 
said. “I honestly don’t like the team’s new 
logo and uniform design that were released 
in 2014, so most of the stuff I have was 
made before then.”

Speaking of new branding, the U.S. 

Navy recently unveiled its latest recruiting 
slogan, “Forged by the Sea.” So, in the 
case of drink containers made and self-
marketed by a sailor, the slogan “Forged 
by Toni” might be appropriate.

“I sell them on Etsy (an online 
marketplace), and I also have them listed on 
a Facebook page I run,” said Toni Rozelle-
Rosio, a Reservist Electronics Technician 
Second Class who served six years active 
duty in the Navy and is a junior majoring 
in computer information systems with a 
minor in digital media design. 

Using a silhouette craft cutter her 
husband bought her, Rozelle-Rosio creates 
drink holders she customizes — either with 
her own favorite slogans or pick-your-own 
— for prices up to $30, depending on the 
vessel and size. “I have a bunch of other 
things that I want to create, but have not 
had the time to do so,” Rozelle-Rosio said. 
“School takes priority.”

We’ll join French writer Rabelais and 
certainly drink to that. To go.
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Y WIFE, SHEILA 
Bolduc-Simpson, and 
I spent a memorable 
10 months in Kigali, 
Rwanda.

The life-changing experience came 
about through a Fulbright Scholar grant 
I received to teach at the University of 
Rwanda, College of Education. I am an 
associate professor of education at FGCU; 
my wife is an instructor in FGCU’s 
Department of Language and Literature.

During our sabbatical, we also worked 
with the U.S. Embassy, taught a test 
preparatory course for advanced English 

students and advised the university’s 
debate club.

Following are excerpts from our blog.

SEPTEMBER 2016

On the evening of Sept. 1, the lights 
of this city of one million-plus people 
were glimmering below us as we landed at 
Kigali International Airport. The air was 
refreshing as we exited the plane onto the 
tarmac for the walk to the Arrivals Hall. 

We noticed that the streets were super 
clean and free of litter, people don’t smoke 
in public or eat or drink on the streets.

On Friday, our Embassy guides 
showed us apartments. Rubangura 
Apartments soon would have a one-
bedroom apartment available on the third 
floor with a view of the pool and the 
surrounding hills. It would be our home 
for 10 months. 
 
OCTOBER 2016

 It’s off to work we go!
 Well, not exactly. Work visas and 

government ID cards for living and 
working in Rwanda require CVs, diplomas, 
stateside police clearance reports, marriage 

M

SPOTLIGHT

African immersion
Fulbright scholarship paves way for unforgettable Rwandan adventure  
BY MARK SIMPSON

Rwandan college students celebrate the end of classes with 
Mark Simpson and Sheila Bolduc-Simpson.
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certificate, birth certificates, the Fulbright 
contract, a letter from sponsoring host 
organization, photos – and time.

 Off we and the documents went 
to the Rwanda Directorate General of 
Immigration and Emigration. A week 
later, the work visas arrived and a few 
weeks later, ID cards followed. Sheila 
received a spousal work visa, giving Mark a 
teaching assistant.

 Two-and-a-half weeks after our arrival, 
the English teaching methods course started 
and students were slowly showing up for 
class. With only a few hours to prepare for 
our first class, we met our students. 

  Half of our 55 students were present. 
We spent the first class introducing 
ourselves and exchanging information with 
them.

 Public education is not free here. New 
students pay 65,000 RWF (about $80) 
in fees: application fee, registration fee, 
medical and life insurance and a student 
union contribution. Tuition is 900,000 
RWF, or about $1,100. There are 
government sponsorships for those who 
cannot afford this, and most students 
cannot.

 No one seems too concerned that the 
semester has begun while some classes have 
yet to be scheduled.

 We carry to each class a laptop on 
which we have developed a PowerPoint 
presentation; a projector; a portable speaker; 
and connecting wires. Our classrooms have 
only one working electrical outlet so we 
place the projector in the front and project 
above the white boards.

 We discovered that Class 
Representatives, individuals in each class 
chosen by the group to be intermediaries 
between teacher and students, are integral 
to an effective working environment. 
For example, if the electrical outlet is not 
working in the classroom, the CR will 
contact the building superintendent.

FEBRUARY 2017

 Officially, the semester started Feb. 6. But 
we didn’t have courses to teach or a timetable.

 One reason for the delay was that 
first semester final exams were still being 
graded and no grades had been posted on 

the campus notice boards.
 We were given the Survey of African 

Literature course, but the next day it was 
decided that the Introduction to World 
Literature in English course would be 
more appropriate for the Fulbrighter (and 
his co-teacher). 

 The first week we worked on a rough 
syllabus.

 On week 2, we went to the GF 
(Ground Floor) Room 6 classroom for the 
class, waited and no students came. 

 We had incorrectly read the schedule 
and were supposed to have class in 3F 
(3rd Floor) Room 7. The next day we 
went to GF6 for the second class. Still 
no students. After 15 minutes, we went 

to 3F7 and found four students patiently 
waiting for us to arrive – their mistake this 
time. We had a great conversation and 
sorted out who would serve as the Class 
Representative and inform the others we 
were ready to begin.

  On week 3, we were back in GF6. 
Thirty or so students streamed into the 
class. We gave a big shout out to Peter for 
getting the word out to the students.

MAY 2017

 Our last Test of English as a Foreign 
Language preparation class focused 
on how to write the college essay that 
most universities require as part of the 

application process. We covered some 
DOs and DON’Ts, and concluded with 
a mini-workshop on writing effective 
introductions, ending with a class photo.

  
JUNE 2017

 Our 10-month sabbatical has ended. 
 Although we didn’t think there would 

be a big learning curve with our Rwanda 
assignment, the first semester provided some 
surprises and challenges. We learned to not 
push for answers, and go with the flow.

  We relearned the importance of 
flexibility with regard to our duties.

 A third important lesson was the result 
of reflecting on the privileges we “haves” 
bring with us. Shortly after arriving, it 
became obvious that those who have 
access to material things are expected to 
share them.

 Acquaintances requested money to 
replace a stolen cell phone, obtain a 
driver’s permit, go back to school, and buy 
medicine for a sick relative. We wanted to 
be generous, but not naïve. With this great 
economic divide between us, it was hard at 
times to maintain balanced relationships.

  We ended up being very generous, 
particularly with the staff at the Rubangura 
Apartments where we lived. We became 
particularly close to Claire, the woman 
who cleaned our place six days a week and, 
as a result, we provided her with financial 
support to train to become a hotel front 
desk person or to help pay for her upcoming 
wedding. Our connection to our Rubangura 
Apartment family felt genuine and continues 
with their daily greetings on WhatsApp to 
“Mama” and “Papa.”

 The people we met impacted the way we 
relate to people. Taking the time to greet 
every single person one comes in contact 
with is very important in African cultures. 
Rwandans make time for other people.

  The experience will remain with us 
forever. We hope we have become better 
educators, better human beings, and 
more responsible global citizens. We 
leave Rwanda with much more than we 
arrived with. We are grateful to FGCU, 
the Fulbright Scholar Program, and 
especially the people of Rwanda. Farewell. 
Murabeho. n

For a close-up look at their experiences, 
visit the Simpsons’ blog at  
msimpson1.wixsite.com/Rwanda
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COLLECTIVE WE

HERE IS A  
community out of 
sight to many that is 
at the forefront of the 
farmworkers’ justice 

movement not only in Florida, but the entire 
United States. It is the home of many who 
toil in the fields, most of whom are Hispanic 
and live at or below the poverty line. 

This place is Immokalee, a community 
of some 25,000 residents about 32 miles 
east of Florida Gulf Coast University in 
Collier County.

In February, a group of students from the 
FGCU Honors College (formerly Honors 
Program) and staff leaders participated 
in a three-day immersion program in 
Immokalee. It was the third such trip. The 
Honors College Immersion Service Program 

provided 12 students and two staff members 
the opportunity to work with nonprofit 
organizations – including the Coalition of 
Immokalee Workers, Redlands Christian 
Migrant Association and the University of 
Florida’s Institute of Food and Agricultural 
Sciences – and attend the monthly 
community event, Ciclovia Immokalee! 

“My hope is that the Immokalee 
Immersion Weekend deepens students’ 
understanding of this important 
community near FGCU and encourages 
them to stay involved in Immokalee 
afterward,” said Clay Motley, director of 
the Honors College. “Additionally, the 
weekend introduces some students to the 
value of service learning and our efforts to 
assist community partners in Immokalee.” 

On the first day, our group departed 

FGCU and arrived at Bethan Retreat Center, 
then onto Lipman Packing House for a tour.

The Lipman facility got its start in 1930, 
when founder Max Lipman planted his 
first tomato seeds to simply provide for his 
family. That led to the Lipman Packing 
House, which was created with the 
mission of building lasting relationships 
with customers, being responsible with 
natural resources and acting with the 
health and wellbeing of people and their 
families in mind. Today, Lipman follows 
the same practices that its founder did, 

T
Full immersion
Immokalee weekend has big impact on service-oriented students  / BY ARLETYS GOMEZ

TOP: Mural in Coalition of Immokalee 
Workers office is meant to inspire.

AT RIGHT: FGCU Honors students build a 
raised bed for the Coalition of Immokalee 
Workers’ community garden.
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Full immersion
Immokalee weekend has big impact on service-oriented students  / BY ARLETYS GOMEZ

and bills itself as the largest field tomato 
grower in America. 

Leslie Urgelles, a freshman majoring 
in forensic studies, said that seeing the 
farmworkers at Lipman was something she 
will never forget. “It offered me the chance 
to become passionate over a social issue and 
fight for those who are less fortunate,” Urgelles 
said. “I now understand the importance of 
helping others, and hope to make a difference 
with my time here at FGCU.”

After the packing house, the group 
traveled to Redlands Christian Migrant 
Association. The association, initially created 
to provide child care and early childhood 
education for farmworkers and their families, 
has evolved into an impactful force in 
Southwest Florida. Its mission – “to grow 
the connection, capacity and consciousness 
of our immigrant families, organizations 
and communities” – has helped shape 
Immokalee and its residents.

Once back at the retreat center, the 
FGCU Honors group discussed the social 
issues of poverty and homelessness in the 
area, and how that compares nationally. 

The second day was spent exploring the 
event known as Ciclovia Immokalee! and 
visiting the Coalition of Immokalee Workers 
(CIW). Ciclovia Immokalee! takes place the 

first Saturday of every month in Immokalee 
Community Park. Hosted by organizations 
offering services to the community, children 
can play and participate in many activities 
while parents can learn about the sponsoring 
organizations.

The CIW is a worker-based, human-
rights organization recognized for its 
achievements with social responsibility, 
human trafficking and gender-based 
violence at work. It started in 1993 and 

created its national consumer network in 
2000. The organization’s work includes 
campaigning for the Fair Food Program, a 
partnership among farmers, farmworkers 
and retail food companies that ensures 
humane wages and working conditions. It 
also works to combat human trafficking. 

Natali Rodrigues, our host at the CIW, 
said, “These collaborations have already 
proven to strengthen the campaign work we 
are doing in our Wendy’s boycott (because of 
the restaurant chain’s refusal to join the Fair 
Food Program) and our work to continue 
educating consumers on where their food 
comes from,” Rodrigues said.

The end of our Saturday consisted of 
games and activities, as well as 
another educational session. 
We reflected on who we are, 

why we do what we do, and identified 
what we are passionate about. The exercise 
helped us learn that mindset, verbal 
and nonverbal behaviors can determine 
outcomes for those we choose to serve. We 
learned how to be conscious of the issues 
surrounding us and why the individuals 
we serve matter in our lives.

On our last day, we packed up our 
van and headed to the farmer’s market 
to immerse ourselves in the culture 

of Immokalee and support its small 
businesspeople. We had lunch at the 
locally owned Mi Ranchito restaurant 
and headed back to FGCU. We then 
discussed our commitment to impacting 
and empowering others, as well as helping 
others empower themselves, to positively 
change FGCU and Southwest Florida.

Lesly Chavez, a senior early childhood 
education major and Immokalee native, 
said, “I learned more about the town I 
grew up in than I had before. It was full of 
deep conversations, amazing organizations 
and beautiful people that truly made the 
trip even more meaningful.”

Indeed, this trip made my passion 
greater for advocacy, especially for 

Immokalee and the farmworker 
community. By interacting with 
families while volunteering in 
the park, we were able to see how 
the services of organizations and 

volunteers impact workers and their 
children in a positive way.
Sophomore bioengineering major Jacob 

Hatfield believed his college education 
truly began with this experience. “This 
trip awoke several burning passions in 
me to help those in need, such as the 
farmworkers, as well as led me to discover 
things I never knew about myself,” he said. 
“I left school on Friday with 12 strangers 
and an open mind, and I returned 
two days later with 12 friends and an 
immeasurable amount of inspiration.” 

– Arletys Gomez is an Honors College 
senior, majoring in political science.  

 I now understand the importance of helping others,
 and hope to make a difference with my time here at FGCU.

L E S L I E  U R G E L L E S ,  F R E S H M A N  M A J O R I N G  I N  F O R E N S I C  S T U D I E S
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ARTS
RANDON ROBERTSON’S 
first gig earned him $15 
and some cold grits. 

“It was 2004, and I 
was playing for Senator 

Bill Nelson’s private party,” Robertson 
remembered. “He had just been elected as 
a senator.”

Robertson was expecting to be paid more 
for the 4½-hour performance with a quartet, 
but was still excited to earn the money.

“I was so proud of that $15! After that, I 
got to meet Senator Nelson, and he talked 
to us, and then he dropped us a lovely tip 
– each of us $200.” 

Robertson, now director of jazz studies 
at the Bower School of Music & the 
Arts, likes to tell that story to students in 
Florida Gulf Coast University’s Jazz Band, 
Pep Band and in his Jazz Methods course 
to show them how important it is to play 
with passion, not just for a paycheck. 

“I didn’t care about the money,” 
Robertson said. “That’s how I played 
that night, and that’s why he came 
up to us and dropped $800 in our 
tip jar.”

Robertson’s performance experience 
is one reason he’s resonating with FGCU 
music students, but he never intended 
to become a teacher. It was only in 
Robertson’s final year of graduate school 
at Florida State University that a professor 
encouraged the Tampa native to take a few 
education courses.

In 2016, Robertson earned his master’s 
degree in music and left a growing career 
in Tallahassee — two of his favorite jobs 
during that time were playing with the 

Count Basie Orchestra and 
a funk band that opened for 

Steely Dan —  to be with his wife 
in Southwest Florida. 

With few connections and no job, 
Robertson walked into the Bower School 
and introduced himself. He left as the 
instructor of FGCU’s Jazz Methods course. 

“I walked in the building with no job, and 
walked out with a job,” Robertson said.

Eventually, Robertson took on the Jazz 
and Pep bands, and is trying to make sure 
his students have the practical skills they’ll 
need as musicians, such as how to play in a 

combo and book gigs.
Joel Law, a sophomore music education 

major who belongs to a student combo 
Robertson put together, said that at first, 
Robertson helped the group find gigs, 
but now they handle their own bookings 
and marketing. “He doesn’t change for 
anybody,” Law said. “His teaching style is 
straightforward and very hands-on.”

When he isn’t teaching, Robertson is 
performing across Southwest Florida. A 

Hitting the right notes
Jazz professor brings performance experience into the classroom / BY NINA BARBERO

B

MUSIC

Brandon Robertson revs up the FGCU 
Jazz Band during a recent rehearsal.

WEBON THE

FGCU360.com
JAZZ BAND 
GROOVES
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duo with Law is one of four ensembles he’s a part of. He also plays 
with his own trio and quartet, and with the Dan Miller-Lew Del 
Gatto Quartet. Miller is a trumpet player who toured with Harry 
Connick Jr.’s big band. Del Gatto spent 30 years as a saxophonist for 
NBC’s “Saturday Night Live” band.

Miller said Robertson’s performance experience is a valuable 
resource for FGCU students. “They respect him as a performer, so 
they know what he’s telling them is the truth,” Miller said.

As a musician, Miller appreciates that Robertson is always 
prepared. “He brings passion and fire to the bandstand every time.” 

Robertson’s experiences will come together this spring as he records 
his first album, “Bass on a True Story.” It’s a greatest-hits soundtrack 
of his life, nine songs he has written at different points in his career. 

One of the songs, “Better Days Will Come,” is a song Robertson 
wrote for his wife after her mother died. “When she passed away, it 
changed my entire life,” Robertson said. “I was living in Tallahassee, I 
was making really good money, I was touring with the Basie band.” 

Robertson’s wife moved back to Southwest Florida to take care 
of her younger sister, and Robertson followed after he completed 
school. “I was so crushed because my life got turned upside down 
and I didn’t know how to handle it. In the blink of an eye, I’m in 
Southwest Florida.”

The musicians on the album are colleagues from Robertson’s career, 
from Miller and Del Gatto to friends that Robertson performed with in 
college. One of those is Zach Bartholomew, with whom an 18-year-old 
Robertson performed on a cruise ship with Frank Sinatra’s pianist, Ray 
Coussins. Another is Adrian Crutchfield, a saxophonist who played with 
Lionel Richie and Prince.

Robertson said the album will be released in spring 2019, and he 
hopes to tour that summer.

“The music I’m doing now is based on experiences in my life, 
where I’m at currently,” Robertson said. “I’m married, I have kids, 
I’m in a different space, so my music is more mature. I’m trying to 
advance and enhance it – I want it to be timeless.” n
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Artist creates four 
Sacred Spaces  
on campus trails

HOULD YOU HAPPEN TO STROLL 
the nature walks of Florida Gulf Coast 
University and come upon a tree stump 
covered with mirrored tiles, know that you 
are in a sacred space.

That’s the view of Utah-based artist 
Wendy Wischer, who created the four shimmering 
sculptures that encompass a work she calls “Templa.” 
The locations for Wischer’s permanent site-specific 
sculptures were chosen to encourage the discovery of 
these less-traveled spaces across campus.

 The project was part of the 2017-18 Crossroads 
of Art and Science Artist in Residency program, 
through which Wischer collaborated with 
Win Everham, professor of marine and 
ecological sciences, and students in the 
Conservation Strategies for a Sustainable 
Future course.

 According to Everham, “In our hectic, 
technology-driven world, reconnecting 
with the natural world can slow us down and 
help us find peace. Our campus is a sacred place.”

 Wischer says of the works, “The colors of the 
nearby surroundings, as well as the viewers who stop 
and sit, can be seen in the reflection, creating an ever-
changing view of the work.”

 The program is sponsored by Gene and Lee Seidler, 
Alice and Dean Fjelstul and the State of Florida, 
Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs and 
the Florida Council on Arts and Culture.

S

– Karen Feldman

WEBON THE

FGCU360.com
 SACRED SPACES 

MAP
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BRINGING LEARNING
FULL CIRCLE
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Capstone projects allow teams 
of collaborating students to 
apply what they’ve learned  
to real life

Photos by James Greco

BY DICK HO GAN
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OLF MANAGEMENT 
major Thor Parrish 
dreams of one day 
owning his own course.

“I definitely see 
myself opening up my 
own driving range,” said 

Parrish, a junior, who’s also earning minors 
in entrepreneurship and marketing. 

“Imagine having a golf course where you 
come in, there’s a CrossFit gym there, and 
there’s a driving range. It’s kind of like a 
one-stop shop for everyone to get healthier 
and enjoy the game of golf.”

Parrish may be a lot closer to that 
ambitious goal because of his work on 
a capstone team of students – pulling 
together the hard-won classroom 
knowledge of four years into what Director 
of Undergraduate Scholarship Billy 
Gunnels calls “one last culminating effort.”

Required for all majors – but referred 
to as Filling the Gap in the counseling 
department – capstone is a foray into the 
real world as a student nears graduation.

In Parrish’s case, it was a study that 
showed scientifically that golfers can hit 
just about as far without the extreme, 
disc-popping, backswing windup favored 
by many amateurs. 

The project, led by Associate Professor 

Maria Colmer in FGCU’s occupational 
therapy program, went on to instruct a 
group of older golfers in how to cut down 
their backswing while still keeping and 
even improving accuracy.

Getting a degree without a capstone 
would be like reading a book but stopping 
before the final chapter, Gunnels said. 
“You get all the good information, but 
you don’t have that sort of summary 
conclusion, a climax to the experience.”

Still, he said, that was generally how 
things went in higher education until 
about 30 years ago.  

But FGCU has always required that 
students complete a project that uses 
classroom knowledge.

An added benefit of most of these 
projects is that the community reaps some 
rewards as well from the students’ efforts. 
And so here are a few of the capstones 
undertaken recently by FGCU students.

A BETTER 
GOLF SWING

“I knew absolutely nothing about golf ” 
when he signed on to help protect older 

players from back injuries, senior Karlen 
Geldmaker cheerfully acknowledged.

But Geldmaker, an occupational therapy 
major, does know about helping people 
learn how to protect themselves from 
injury.

The project aimed to teach a group of 
older golfers at Moorings Park in Naples 
how to avoid back injuries by dialing 
down their backswings to about three-
quarters of a full swing.

Geldmaker said he was surprised how 
many of the golfers had injuries. “I didn’t 
think it was as bad as it is.”

Still, he wondered, “How can we modify 
the sport that they love?”

But that turned out to be doable: Older 
golfers shown how to use exercise, stretching 
and a reduced backswing continued to do 
so after they returned to their actual golf 
courses, according to the study.

Colmer said she got the idea for the 
project when she was living in Pennsylvania, 
where she went golfing with a friend who’d 
just been in the hospital for three days with a 
back injury.

On the advice of a doctor, the friend 
reduced her backswing to protect herself 
from being reinjured.

`“I said, ‘Hey, you’re hitting the ball just 
as far, and it’s more accurate, than you did 

G

capstone
1 : the high point : crowning achievement 

2 : a foray into the real world as a student 
nears graduation

noun | caplstone | \’kap-stōn\
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“Imagine having a golf course where you 
come in, there’s a CrossFit gym there, 
and there’s a driving range. It’s kind of 
like a one-stop shop for everyone to get 
healthier and enjoy the game of golf.”

Golf management major Thor Parrish 
shows golfer Jim Yarnes how to take 
a safer golf swing.

– Thor Parrish
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Team leader Aiden Strawhun (at far right)  
discusses project details with teammates 
Javier Moncada and Georgette French. 

when you did the full swing,’” Colmer said.
Since then, she said, “I’ve always wanted 

to know if there’s significant difference in 
how far a ball travels” if the backswing is 
reduced. 

Two years later, when she started 
teaching at FGCU, Colmer had a chance 
to find out.

She tested a group of golf course 
management students on a Trackman golf 
simulator to get precise results on what 
happens when the backswing is reduced.

“When we compared the full swing to 
the three-quarters of a swing, the distance 
only increased five yards” for the full swing, 
Colmer said. “Not only that, the stuff the 
Trackman analyzed showed you’re more 
accurate” with the three-quarters swing.

Her poster based on the study won 
first place in October in the Florida 
Occupational Therapy Association’s annual 
conference.

 She had a chance to present her 
research to an even wider audience at 
the national conference of the American 
Occupational Therapy Association in 
April, Comer said.

TAKING 
ON RAPE 
CULTURE

 
Four FGCU journalism students are 

working on a capstone project aimed at 
bringing more public awareness to the 
pervasive problem of sexual violence.

It’s called “NOT MY BODY Looking 
into Rape Culture at Florida Gulf Coast 
University.”

Team leader Aiden Strawhun, a 21-year-
old senior, said the project “was not 
necessarily about calling people out, or 
calling the university out, because rape 
culture is everywhere you go.”

There’s a great reluctance by most rape 
survivors to speak out, Strawhun said. 
“We want to break that barrier. We want 
to highlight that this is everybody’s issue 
even though it is incredibly hard to talk 
about it.”

The project opened the students’ eyes to 
the prevalence of sexual violence.

“I guess the most shocking part’s the 
abundance of cases I saw,” said senior 
Javier Moncada, 25, who’s been taking 
photos and video for the project.

Senior Georgette French, 26, is setting 
up a website looking at police reports to 
determine “how our school is ranked as 
far as sexual assaults on campus, what 
contributes to that and what’s out there for 
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“This project was not necessarily about 
calling people out, or calling the university 
out, because rape culture is everywhere you 
go. We want to break that barrier. We want to 
highlight that this is everybody’s issue even 
though it is incredibly hard to talk about it.”

– Aiden Strawhun
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“We do like to have a 
topic that’s of direct 
interest to people in 
the community, that 
solves a real problem.” 

students and what’s available for help.
“Our school does offer a lot more aid in 

terms of sexual assault and anything ranging 
between harassment and battery, that kind of 
thing,” she said.

But, French said, “We’re kind of digging a 
little bit deeper to find out if this happened 
in the past, why did it happen? And how the 
school has maybe changed how it handled the 
situation.”

Team member Villy Satine, 28, a senior 
who also works at WINK-TV News in Fort 
Myers as a video editor, said interviewing 
students who have experienced sexual 
harassment has shown him there’s a bigger 
problem than he’d thought.

“This has been a life-changing thing for 
me,” he said. “It’s been giving me my own 
voice as well, to help these people.”

ESTERO 
FLOODING

After Hurricane Irma roared through 
Southwest Florida on Sept. 10, Donald 
Duke had no trouble finding a problem 
for his students to work on for their senior 
project.

“I live in Estero and my street had a foot 
of water on it,” said Duke, a professor of 
environmental studies. 

The storm left standing water for days, 
and residents of the fast-growing community 
soon realized that they had a massive drainage 
problem.

“We do like to have a topic that’s of direct 
interest to people in the community, that 
solves a real problem,” Duke said. “It’s great 
training for our students and everybody feels 
better if they’re working on a project that they 
think will actually make a difference.”

Engineering consultants for the village are 
working to upgrade the drainage system, he 
said, “but there are a few aspects where they 
could use some additional help.”

For example, Duke said, there are 41 gated 
communities required to have storm water 
retention ponds “and exactly how those 
operate could make a difference to what 
flooding there is in the system.”

– Donald Duke
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“They really were able 
to impress the principals 
and the project also 
demonstrated a good fit 
between what the school 
system’s looking for 
and what they’re able to 
demonstrate.”
– Russell Sabella
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Now Duke’s students are using aerial 
photography and public records “to identify, 
count and understand all those ponds,” he 
said.

 Senior Jared Wilkey said he thinks working 
with Estero officials on the drainage issue will 
be a valuable experience when it comes time 
to interview for a job.

 “Just being able to work with an 
organization like this gives us a foothold in a 
real world problem,” he said. “You could work 
with the county, with forestry, there’s a lot of 
different options.”

COUNSELING
Jenny Feazell, who is finishing her master’s 

degree in school counseling, found herself 
literally on familiar ground as she counseled 
fifth-grade girls on bullying at Naples Park 
Elementary School.

Feazell, 31, has a bachelor’s degree in 
psychology and is studying for a master’s in 
counseling.

But what galvanized her in the assignment 
was the empathy gained from her own 
childhood – she’s a Naples Park graduate 
with a 6-year-old son of her own.

“It really empowered me, to be on the 
grounds where I used to walk,” Feazell said. 
“Being in there and feeling the feelings that I 
used to feel when I was in school – you know, 
sadder and sadder and experiencing bullying – 
was even more empowering for me.”

Her work at the school is Feazell’s Filling 
the Gap assignment, a particularly rigorous 
version of capstone intended to prepare 
students to function as professionals.

It also helps students show prospective 
employers that they’re ready to hit the 
ground running, said Professor Russell 
Sabella, counseling program director in 
the Marieb College of Health & Human 
Services.

Students who have gone through the 
program see the results, he said.

“The key is the interview process,” Sabella 
said. “They really were able to impress the 
principals and the project also demonstrated 
a good fit between what the school system’s 
looking for and what they’re able to 
demonstrate.” n
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VIPER Lab:
Where perception is 

By Kevin Lollar

virtual reality
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HECK YOUR  
everyday reality at 
the door of the U.A. 
Whitaker College of 
Engineering’s VIPER 
Laboratory and enter a 
world of virtual reality.

In VIPER Lab, you can put on a pair of 
three-dimensional glasses and use a hand-
interaction wand to move virtual furniture 
around a virtual room or virtual buildings 
around a virtual college campus.

It’s virtual reality, and it’s a lot of fun, 
but it’s not a game.

The lab’s acronymic name indicates 
that the College of Engineering is doing 
serious stuff with virtual reality: VIPER 
stands for Virtual Interactive Portal for 
Engineering Research.

For those unfamiliar with the 
technology, virtual reality (or VR) is a 
computer-generated, three-dimensional 
environment that a person can interact 
with and explore. A key word in VR is 
immersion, which is the perception of 
being physically present in a world that 
doesn’t exist.

To many people, virtual reality means 
games such as “Robo Recall,” “Need 
for Speed No Limits” or “Star Wars 
Battlefront: Rogue One X-Wing VR 
Mission,” but to the more serious-minded, 
virtual reality is a technology that’s 
becoming a powerful force in business 

environments, including engineering, 
architecture, education and medicine.

One of VIPER Lab’s primary goals is 
to prepare students for this virtual-reality 
business world.

“Virtual reality is the future,” said lab 
manager Antuan Vazquez, who loves 
virtual-reality games but doesn’t have time 
to play them. “We want students to be 
able to understand how this technology 
is being used in the real world. We want 
them to be a step ahead so they’re not 
training when they get to the job site. 
Our students are developing 3-D models, 
learning the basics of how to create a 
virtual world.

“We want our engineers to be able to 
develop virtual reality, including games. 
As the world goes more and more into 
VR, this experience will make them more 
employable.”

Among current student projects is a 
virtual-reality model of FGCU’s campus 
being created by software engineering 
majors.

“The purpose of a 3-D model of the 
campus is, if the university wants to add a 
building, we can add it in 3-D to see how 
it looks,” said Vazquez, a graduate of Ida S. 
Baker High School in Cape Coral who also 
holds a bioengineering degree from FGCU.

Software engineering students are also 
working on a math game called “Math 
Worm” aimed at fourth-graders. The game 

College of Engineering  
brings future buildings 
to LIFELIFE
CC ““Virtual reality 

is the future. 
We want 
students to 
be able to 
understand 
how this 
technology is 
being used in 
the real world.

Antuan Vazquez
VIPER Lab Manager



is based on the popular “Temple Run,” a 
3-D “endless running” game in which the 
character, operated by the player, steals a 
golden idol from an Aztec temple and tries 
to escape while being chased by The Evil 
Demon Monkeys.

In “Math Worm,” “the avatar is riding a 
worm down a corridor while apples with 
math questions, say ‘two times four,’ are 
flung at the worm,” Vazquez said. “The 
worm must avoid the apples with wrong 
answers on them and catch the apples with 
the right answers. As the kid gets more 
answers right, the speed increases, and that 
makes the kid faster in math.”

This is a long way from the old 
arithmetic worksheets of the pre-VR 
days, just as VR engineering is a 
long way from drafting tables and 
T-squares.

Students from the Department 
of Environmental and Civil 
Engineering who are interested 
in water management and flood 
control, for example, could 
create 3-D models of coastal 
communities to demonstrate 
how storm surge from different 
hurricane categories would affect 
them.

“Then you could bring in policy-
makers and say, ‘Hey, here’s your city, and 
these buildings will be flooded if you don’t 
take this action,’” Vazquez said. “That 
would motivate policymakers to take 
action.

“Or, for bioengineering courses, it 
would be amazing to show students 3-D 
models of the human heart. It’s hard to 
understand the anatomy of the heart from 
a 2-D picture. With a 3-D model, you can 
show the ventricles and valves.”

Vazquez hopes VIPER, which became 
operational in February, will have impacts 
beyond FGCU.

“A lot of things are dangerous or are 
unfeasible due to the cost, so you use 
virtual reality,” he said. “One of our goals 

is to involve companies that are already 
using VR or are interested in working 
with VR. Companies can use our facility 
for VR projects – this equipment is very 
expensive, and not everybody can afford 
it – and we hope to use resources from the 
community to teach our students.”

VIPER Lab is built around Corner 
Cave, a product of virtual reality innovator 
WorldViz (in VR-speak, CAVE is actually 
an acronym – often lower-case except for 
the “C” – for Cave Automatic Virtual 

Environment, and a Corner Cave is a cave 
that fits in the corner of a room).

The Corner Cave consists of a series 
of projectors that project images onto 
walls, and a motion tracking system, a 
series of networked cameras that track the 
movements of users in realtime, so they 
can move within the 3-D environment.

And, because sound is important to 
any virtual reality experience, VIPER 
uses a Dolby Atmos surround sound 
system, which produces sound in a 
three-dimensional space – one reviewer 
said Dolby Atmos “will allow you to hear 

sound in a 360-degree bubble.”
A virtual reality laboratory equipped 

with Dolby Atmos should be a big draw 
for potential engineering students, said 
Richard Behr, dean of the U.A. Whitaker 
College of Engineering.

“We have open houses every semester 
called Eagle Expo; we had one in 
February, and the lab was a big attention-
getter,” Behr said. “This state-of-the-art 
technology is very useful in recruitment.”

Behr said VIPER will have a major 
impact on the engineering school.

“It has widespread applicability in all 
engineering disciplines,” he said. “It was 
designed to simulate construction sites; 

you walk through the site in a virtual 
environment, and you can mitigate 

problems on the site. But you 
can apply it to civil engineering, 
environmental engineering.

“In bioengineering, instead of 
looking at a construction site, you 
look inside a human body. Or in 
environmental engineering, you 
can study pollution and climate 

change. And software engineering: 
The whole facility is software.”
In all, the set-up cost more than 

$200,000, a one-time allocation from 
the state in preparation for introducing a 
construction management program.

Behr said that if the program is 
approved and sufficient funding is 
obtained, it could start in fall 2019.

Given the ongoing projects, future 
projects and recruiting potential of 
the VIPER lab, Behr and Vazquez are 
obviously excited.

“Virtual reality is a technology that’s 
amazing to a lot of people,” Vazquez said. 
“It’s drawing a lot of attention, attracting 
a lot of interest. When a lot of bright 
minds are drawn to it, a lot of good things 
will come out of it. And, when we have 
involvement with companies and the 
community, a lot of cool things will be 
happening in this lab.” n
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We’re always seeking 
to give our students  

a holistic experience, 
both in the classroom 

and beyond. We’re 
looking to connect 

students to the local 
economy and to the 

social and cultural life 
of the community."

“

MIKE MARTIN
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SHAPED BY THE PAST AND INFORMED BY THE PRESENT, 
the future of any great institution is sculpted from the dreams 
of its visionaries – those individuals who understand what it 
takes to build greatness. Which is to say – the future doesn’t 
just happen. It’s a work in progress, born of big dreams, 
careful planning, hard work and focus.

FGCU’s impressive first 20 years are 
a testament to the leading-edge vision 
of founders who dreamed big. During 
this brief slice in time, FGCU not only 
earned a reputation for excellence in 
higher education, but also contributed 
greatly to the economic, social and cultural 
wellbeing of Southwest Florida. 

FGCU President Mike Martin looks 
with great confidence to the future. He 
sees FGCU’s legacy for excellence in 
higher education, its commitment to 
its students and its connectiveness to 
the community it serves all recognized 
nationally and internationally. Bottom 
line: FGCU 2037 no longer needs an 
introduction. Its reputation as a great 
regional university is solid. 

As Martin leads the university into this 
position of prominence on the world stage, 
he is clear. The intent isn’t to compete with 
the elites. The intent, he said, is to become a 
strong model for other regional colleges and 
universities. 

“We see ourselves as a strong regional 
university that garners respect for the 
excellent job we do close to home,” Martin 
said. This holds true today, tomorrow and 
well into the future. 

“We’re always seeking to give our 
students a holistic experience, both in the 
classroom and beyond. We’re looking to 

connect students to the local economy 
and to the social and cultural life of the 
community.” And, in the process, Martin 
anticipates sharing FGCU’s successes with 
the world at large.

Student success and enrollment are prime 
areas of focus for the university.  It’s not, 
however, a question of raising academic 
standards for admission. “We are committed 
to our mission of giving every student, 
regardless of background or personal 
funding, the opportunity for a better life 
through higher education,” Martin said. “I’m 
less committed to raising the bar and more 
focused on helping students clear the bar.”

Graduate studies is another area of interest. 
“Southwest Florida is a unique environment, 
a living laboratory,” Martin said, one that 
lends itself to a substantial growth in graduate 
education and the development of research-
based doctoral programs. 

“Who else lives in a place where you 
walk outdoors and your lab is immediately 
available? This plays to FGCU’s unique 
advantage,” he said. “We can do things 
no one else can, and we can help solve 
critical issues for the community.” The 
planned School of Integrated Coastal and 
Watershed Studies is one example of an 
idea whose time has come.

The community factors prominently 
into FGCU’s future. “There is enormous 

intellectual power in our community,” Martin 
said, “people with a wealth of interesting 
experiences who could add texture to the 
education of our students and inject a unique 
perspective as we plan our future.”

Martin’s enthusiasm for FGCU is 
tangible. He talks of creative ways to increase 
enrollment beyond the 20,000-student 
capacity of the campus – opening satellite 
campuses, creating joint degree programs in 
partnership with other institutions, better 
utilizing existing facilities. 

He sees a future with students 
participating even more in community 
service projects and relates how the 
students instinctively stepped up to assist 
during the aftermath of Hurricane Irma.

“FGCU has come much farther than 
anyone ever predicted,” Martin said. “We 
have carried out our vision remarkably 
well. Now, our message is that we can go so 
much farther in the next 20 years. We want 
people to get excited, to see this place is a 
special opportunity for everyone, everyone 
can participate.”

When all is said and done, he said, “It’s 
simple. The role of higher education is 
to transform individual lives, so they can 
transform the greater society.”

What then lies ahead? Who are today’s 
visionaries? What will define The FGCU 
Effect in the year 2037?
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FGCU has great spirit, 
and with that spirit 

and its responsiveness 
to the needs of our 
students and our 

community solidly in 
place, we will be able 
to address whatever 

the future holds.”

“

SUSAN EVANS

THE COMMUNITY’S UNIVERSITY 
… A ROBUST WORK IN PROGRESS

SUSAN EVANS, ‘02, MPA 
Vice President and Chief of Staff  

Susan Evans was there at the very 
beginning. When a stroll through the 
campus meant chopping trails through 
thick undergrowth, machete in hand. She 
was there when the dream that is FGCU 
sprouted up from the wilderness. Literally.

With the past so indelibly etched in 
her mind, Evans, now vice president and 
chief of staff at FGCU, struggles to look 
forward 20 years. The truth is the present, 
with its 100-plus buildings and 15,000 
students, continues to astonish this long-
serving administrator. 

It doesn’t take long, however, before 
she eagerly shares her vision for the 
institution she has helped to build and 

nurture each day beginning four years 
prior to the university opening its doors 
to students in August 1997.

Evans credits the generosity of donors 
and community members for bringing 
the vision of a comprehensive university 
to Southwest Florida. “The level of 
community support is a huge hallmark of 
our history,” she said. “One that continues 
to grow and inspire others, and one that 
will take us into the future 20 years from 
now, 200 years from now. FGCU is, 
without doubt, the community’s university.” 

FGCU sits on 800 acres (760 when it 
began), half of which is environmentally 
protected, a fact that impacts future 
construction. Add to that the financial 
reality. State funding for constructing 
public university buildings has significantly 
declined over the years. Today’s plans do, 
however, include building a new academic 
building as funding is available. 

Reflecting on what got the university 
this far, Evans looks to the future with 
confidence. “FGCU is a pioneer,” she 
said. “We took 760 raw acres of land and 
turned that into what we see today – a 
campus and university with the power 
to transform lives. That power will only 
strengthen as we continue to grow.

“FGCU is spunky. You need only think 
of 2013 and Dunk City. But for me, Dunk 
City was about more than each spectacular 
dunk. To me, it was an answer to those 
people who said we couldn’t compete with 
the big guys; we couldn’t build a university. 
By introducing FGCU on the national 
stage, we said to people, ‘Hey look at us.’ 
And they did. 

“And finally, FGCU has great spirit, 
and with that spirit and its responsiveness 
to the needs of our students and our 
community solidly in place, we will be 
able to address whatever the future holds.”
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Some of the best business 
minds in the country call 
Naples home. They want 
to be a part of things in 
Southwest Florida. They 

want to make a difference. 
We need to do a better job 
of exposing these business 

leaders to the university and 
show them how they can 

make an impact.”

“

BLAKE GABLE

THE EVOLUTION OF FGCU …  
THE FUTURE BEGINS NOW

BLAKE GABLE, ’01, MBA
CEO Barron Collier Companies,  
Chair FGCU Board of Trustees

Everyone knows the university 
experienced tremendous growth in its first 
20 years. “Now, we need to take a deep 
breath,” said Blake Gable, chair of the 
FGCU Board of Trustees. “We need to 
make sure we’re handling the basics and 
the fundamentals; we need to make sure 
we’re providing our students with a quality 

education and the opportunity to move in 
and through their academic careers more 
expeditiously than in the past.”

This means that FGCU needs to have 
a laser focus on student success – on 
providing those programs and degrees 
that allow students a sustainable path to 
graduate within four years. 

Realistically, he said, “Undergoing 
these kinds of initiatives takes a long 
time. There are a lot of components to 
it. We’re not going to see graduation 
rates change overnight.” That said, 
identifying the metrics for student 
success is critical. “All the basics are 

here,” he said. “We just need to realign 
how we’re approaching things.”

Gable acknowledges FGCU’s 
remarkable achievements. The evolution 
of any great enterprise, however, soon 
morphs from the congratulatory phase 
to a level of in-depth analysis. It is that 
analysis that moves an institution from 
great to greatness. And it is that point in 
the evolutionary process at which FGCU 
now finds itself.

“We need to identify what’s not working,” 
Gable said, “and change it. And if the change 
isn’t working, we need to acknowledge that 
and do something different.”

One thing Gable believes can be 
improved upon is outreach to the Naples 
community. “Some of the best business 
minds in the country call Naples home. 
They want to be a part of things in 
Southwest Florida. They want to make 
a difference. We need to do a better job 
of exposing these business leaders to the 
university and show them how they can 
make an impact.” 

TIMES ARE CHANGING …  
A SUSTAINABLE BLUEPRINT  
FOR STUDENT SUCCESS

MITCHELL L. CORDOVA 
Vice President for Student  
Success and Enrollment 

“What it comes down to is positioning 
the university and its programs in such a 
way as to continue to attract the highest 
quality students who want to experience 
The FGCU Effect,” said Mitchell 
Cordova, vice president for Student 
Success and Enrollment, and former 
dean of the Marieb College of Health & 
Human Services. “And, ideally, we want 
FGCU to be our students’ first-choice 
school.”

Simply said. Not so simply done.
But Cordova embraces the challenge. 

He has been tasked with leading 
the student success and enrollment 
management initiative at FGCU, which 
involves many things: finding ways to 
improve FGCU’s four-year graduation 
rate; ensuring students are well prepared 
to graduate with the competencies and 
proficiencies they need to secure a good 
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What it comes down to is 
positioning the university and 

its programs in such a way as to 
continue to attract the highest 
quality students who want to 
experience the FGCU Effect.”

“

MITCHELL CORDOVA

job at a competitive salary within their 
chosen career path; looking at efficiencies 
between and among offices and divisions 
in creating a comfortable learning 
environment for students; engaging faculty 
more in supporting students outside of 
the classroom; and focusing on enhancing 
customer service. 

When it comes to this Herculean to-do 
list, Cordova begins with the observable: 
“We’re not operationally aligned. There 
will be lots of changes. We need to create 
a structure for all of this to happen 
seamlessly on campus.” 

It goes without saying that this new 
structure must be sustainable, flexible and 
poised to meet the growing needs of the 
students and the community.

It’s impossible to quote actual metrics 
when it comes to forecasting student 
enrollment, graduation rates, faculty 
retention and such for the year 2037. 
What is possible is to say all metrics 
will be greatly improved. Year 2018 is 
what Cordova calls the “design phase” 
of the initiative. “We’re in the process of 
creating teams charged with attacking 

these specific issues and coming up with 
tactical solutions we know will have a 
positive impact.”

So, the bottom line is this: FGCU is 
reexamining what is happening now, so 
it can ensure its reputation for quality 
only continues to get stronger in the 
years to come.

AN UNSTOPPABLE FORCE  
IN SWFL … A BOLD ACTION PLAN 
FOR GROWTH

CHRISTOPHER SIMONEAU 
Vice President for University 
Advancement

FGCU 2018 – a young university on 
the rise, committed to excellence in a 
region in the throes of its own growth 
spurt. FGCU 2037 – an institution 
solidly embedded in the community 
it serves, its tradition of excellence its 
hallmark. This is an institution that has 
taken its focus on academic excellence 
and meaningful transformation to the 
next level by strengthening its graduate 

degree programs, expanding its cutting-
edge undergraduate and graduate research, 
and launching additional programs and 
activities in response to student and 
community needs.

“It’s not an ‘us’ and ‘them’ anymore,” said 
Christopher Simoneau, vice president for 
University Advancement. “It’s just ‘us.’ In 
2037, with community resources situated 
close to campus, FGCU is not a standalone 
institution supporting the community, we 
are the community.”

The key, he said, is blurring the boundaries 
between FGCU and the community. Which 
means, essentially, merging the two. Simoneau 
believes this will happen over time as FGCU’s 
vision begins to take physical shape. Simoneau 
sees a health clinic, hotel and conference 
center and a continuing care and retirement 
center, maybe even a charter school – all 
built close to campus. The result? A vibrant 
community that advances the educational 
needs of its students and serves the interests of 
Southwest Florida and its citizens.

“It’s not about how FGCU will fit in,” he 
said. “It’s about how FGCU, in partnership 
with the community, will be a major player 
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We’re in the process 
of building a robust 

entrepreneurial 
system supported by 
students and faculty; 

we’re generating 
new ideas, creating 

new businesses, 
developing the 

infrastructure for 
innovation.”

“

CHRISTOPHER SIMONEAU

in solving the critical issues facing the 
region.” Issues such as water quality and 
responsible development come to mind. 

But the time is now, he said, “to think 
more aggressively about our future. 
What can we be? Where do we want to 
go? How can we continue to evolve in a 
mature way?”

Simoneau envisions all major industries 
embedded, engaged and married to the 
activities of the university, whether it’s 
health care, hospitality, construction, 
entrepreneurship – you name it. “We’re 
already the pipeline for intellectual capital 
for this area,” he said. “We need to build 
on this with one generation of FGCU 
graduates mentoring the next.” This, he 
said, in much the same way Princeton or 
Harvard or any of the elite privates feed 
graduates to well-established 
businesses and industries.

“We’re in the process 
of building a robust 
entrepreneurial system 
supported by students and 
faculty; we’re generating 
new ideas, creating new 
businesses, developing 
the infrastructure for 
innovation,” he said.  In 20 
years, Simoneau believes that 
infrastructure will be well 
in place – entrepreneurship 
alive, well and thriving.

Simoneau’s vision is a 
lofty one, but he strongly 
believes the university’s 
robust external fundraising 
from local friends and 
businesses, together with the 
future support of FGCU 
alumni as they mature into 
their careers, will ensure its 
success. 

“Our donors are driven 
by the desire to make a 
difference through their 
philanthropy,” Simoneau 
said. “They understand the 
impact they can make at 
FGCU. They understand 
we are educating tomorrow’s 
leaders. One million dollars 
has a greater power to 
impact FGCU than, say, 

an institution like Harvard. And our 
appreciation for their support is enormous.

“We can become as strong as any great 
university in the country,” he said. “And 
we will.” 

ALUMNI 2037 …  
THE FGCU EFFECT IN ACTION

MICHAEL NACHEF, ’10, 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Director of Government Relations  
at Lee Health 

Michael Nachef is confident that The 
FGCU Effect will be as impactful 20 years 
from now as it is today. His own experience 
points to something tangible. Solid. “The 
FGCU Effect is a building block for the 

future, a foundation,” he 
said, “not only for students, 
but also for administrators, 
staff and alumni.” 

Nachef graduated in 2010 
with a degree in political 
science. Immediately 
following graduation, he 
accepted a position as a 
legislative assistant to state 
Sen. Garrett Richter. Six 
years later, he became 
director of government 
relations at Lee Health, the 
largest public hospital system 
in Southwest Florida and 
the largest employer in Lee 
County.

Today, Nachef serves on 
the board of the Alumni 
Association and is chair 
of the Development 
Committee. In 20 years, 
he estimates alumni could 
number 45,000-plus. Nachef 
is committed to finding 
ways to draw alumni back to 
FGCU and encourage them 
to participate in alumni 
events, to volunteer and to 
mentor current students. 

He acknowledges that 
today’s alumni are young, 
early to mid-career. In 20 
years, they will be more 
established and, he predicts, 
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Attending 
FGCU gave me 

opportunities no 
other university 

could have.”

I’d like us to have 
tapped into the 
rich resource of 
talented people 

in our community, 
who lend their 

time and talents.”

“

“

MICHAEL NACHEF

ALISE BARTLEY

better positioned to give back financially. 
“But even today,” he said, “our young 
alumni are contributing to the capacity 
they can.”

Nachef sees FGCU’s regional pipeline 
for employment continuing to flow 
smoothly over the years. He envisions 
even more excitement generated by 
FGCU athletics. He predicts a rising 
academic profile of students.

For his part, he said, “Attending 
FGCU gave me opportunities no other 
university could have. The possibilities for 
participation were limitless. In 20 years, 
I believe FGCU will offer students even 
more opportunities and, with that, an 
even greater ability to shape the future.”

PHILANTHROPY REIMAGINED … 
A FUTURE WHERE GIVING BACK 
INCLUDES TALENT SHARING

ALISE BARTLEY 
Donor and Adjunct Professor, 
Counseling

Thanks to a generous donation from 
Alise Bartley and her husband, David W. 
Bartley, FGCU is poised to open a mental 
health center on campus early next year. But 
Alise Bartley made it clear that the Bartleys’ 
donation is not all about the money.

“The common perception is that 
philanthropy is about people giving huge 
amounts of money,” she said. But Bartley 
believes that philanthropy is equally 
about “helping each other.” That help 
might take the form of funding. But it 
might just as well be sharing of talents 
or participating in community service 
projects or any number of other ways one 
person can impact the life of another.

Equally important to Bartley is 
destigmatizing mental health issues. “My 
husband and I were looking to fund a 
center within an institution that was in 
touch with the needs in our community 
and of society in general,” she said. 

FGCU, while forging its own path, 
is still a young institution, not stuck on 
traditions and very much in touch with its 
community. This resonated with the couple.

Her hope for mental health in 2037? “I’d 
love to see lots of counseling centers in all 
communities, each staffed by our students 
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We will continue our 
responsibility to promote 

positive publicity for FGCU 
in terms of our collective 

academic, athletics 
and community-service 
endeavors, to give our 

alumni and our community 
something to be proud of.”

“

KEN KAVANAGH
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who have been well trained by FGCU. I’d 
like us to have tapped into the rich resource 
of talented people in our community, who 
lend their time and talents.”

And Bartley would like the concept of 
service as philanthropy to be firmly rooted in 
the FGCU psyche by the year 2037. “Money 
is great,” she said. “But talent is priceless.”

FGCU – NATIONALLY KNOWN 
AS SOUTHWEST FLORIDA’S 
HOMETOWN UNIVERSITY

KEN KAVANAGH 
Director of Athletics

FGCU’s athletics to-do list is 
straightforward: recruit the best student-
athletes and coaches and raise enough funds 
to support them and their teams, plus give 
them the resources they need to succeed. 
And, by the way, make sure the athletics 
fields, equipment and facilities are first-
class, befitting of a Division I institution.

Of course, men’s basketball comes 

immediately to mind when we think 
FGCU athletics. “Let’s keep in mind, 
however,” said Ken Kavanagh, director of 
athletics, “that we have 15 Division I sports 
teams.” His point: each student-athlete 
in each team needs support, whether it’s 
financial, academic or physical. Each team 
requires enormous human and financial 
resources and, if FGCU athletics is to move 
successfully into the future, focus needs to 
be on strengthening the base.

“In 2037, I’d like us to look back and say 
we finally reached our goals of fully funding 
NCAA allowable scholarships for each sport 
and of compensating coaches and staff at 
competitive Division I levels across the 
board,” Kavanagh said. “By 2037, I’d like 
to see first-class fields and facilities. I’d like 
to see us comprehensively addressing the 
nutritional and mental health aspects of 
our student-athletes side-by-side with their 
physical and academic training.”

To achieve these goals, Kavanagh says that 
community support is crucial, and, judging 
by the $575,000 the 2017 Night at the Nest 

fundraiser garnered, support should only 
grow over the next couple of decades. 

Kavanagh is frequently asked when 
FGCU will introduce football to its roster. 
The easy answer, he said, is, “Not in the 
foreseeable future. Financial considerations 
aside – and they are considerable – we need 
to concentrate our energies on maximizing 
our existing 15 Division I teams.” 

Today and always, Kavanagh sees the 
responsibility of FGCU athletics as more 
than training student-athletes to excel in 
sports. “We will continue our responsibility 
to promote positive publicity for FGCU 
in terms of our collective academic, 
athletics and community- 
service endeavors, to give our 
alumni and our community 
something to be proud of.” 

Much like UCLA or MIT, 
Kavanagh believes that, in the 
future, the letters FGCU will be 
easily recognized nationally as Southwest 
Florida’s hometown university. Period. No 
need to spell it out. n
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SPORTS

T TURNS OUT THE 
POSITION of men’s basketball 
coach at Florida Gulf Coast 
University is a Fly-by-night job 
after all.

It only took the one night of April 4 for 
FGCU Athletics Director Ken Kavanagh 
to elevate Michael Fly, an Eagles assistant 
for seven seasons and one of the founding 
architects of Dunk City, to the top job 
after five-year Coach Joe Dooley took his 
114 wins, a string of ASUN Conference 
titles and two NCAA berths back home 
— “home” being East Carolina, where he 
was coach from 1995-99 before he was 
swept out in an athletic-director upheaval. 
A contract that gives the ASUN Coach of 
the Year a boost from the $350,000-per-
season he was paid at FGCU to a five-year 
deal at ECU that elevates to $1 million 
a year — along with the bonus that his 
parents live near Greenville, N.C. — easily 
made Dooley’s old “home” where his heart 
is again.

In reality, coaching jobs at FGCU are 
hardly fly-by-night. At the April 5 press 
conference to announce Fly’s promotion, 
both Kavanagh and Fly were quick to 
salute the university’s founding coaches: 
the Daves of the diamond — Tollett in 
baseball, Deiros in softball — women’s 
soccer Coach Jim Blankenship, and the 
greatest FGCU coach who has ever blown 

I

BASKETBALL

Coaches of  
an Eagle feather 
stay together
BY KEITH GIBSON



What I want this to become – and what I think  
this can become – is Southwest Florida’s team. 
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a whistle, recruited a student and her or 
his family, drawn up a game plan, hired 
a staff, inspired a player, cracked down 
on academics, engaged a community and 
dominated a conference: the nonpareil 
Karl Smesko, women’s basketball coach.

But more later on Smesko. Rather, 
the Eagle eye is on Fly, who becomes the 
fourth men’s head coach, but the first from 
the Eagle coaching tree. He was brought 
to FGCU by former Eagles coach and 
Dunk City creator Andy Enfield from 
Florida State in 2011, when Seminoles 
assistant Enfield got the FGCU job. 
But when Enfield quickly cashed in his 
Dunk City jackpot of a Cinderella Sweet 
16 appearance after his second season, 
2012-13, by jumping at the University 
of Southern California job, Fly stayed 
grounded, becoming part of Dooley’s staff. 
That loyalty paid off for Fly in a three-year 
deal at $225,000 per year — the same as 
Dooley’s first contract.

As the last remaining member of the 
2012-13 team, Fly will always embrace the 
program-changing season. But he sees Dunk 
City as just an important first stop on the 
new flight he’s charted at FGCU, and he 
knows where he wants the destination to be.

“What I want this to become — and 
what I think this can become — is 
Southwest Florida’s team,” said the 
35-year-old Fly, who graduated from the 
University of Kentucky in 2006 with a 
bachelor’s degree in education. “By that 
I mean I don’t want this to be something 
that people look at and remember as that 
one time in 2013 when, ‘Man, that was 
lob city.’  If I do my job like I plan to do 
it, I think this will become Southwest 
Florida’s team — that’s what we want, and 
that’s what we need. I want the feeling of 
2013 to be there every time that we open 
those doors, that you’ve got to be there 
and you’ve got to see it.”

A talented recruiter who helped build 
the ASUN’s most consistent men’s 
program, Fly greets five newcomers to 
his first FGCU team and could return as 
many as 14 players from last year’s 23-12 
ASUN regular-season champs who lost 
108-96 to Lipscomb in a wild ASUN 
Tournament championship game in which 
the Eagles almost overcame a 32-point 
second-half deficit, which would’ve 
been an NCAA-record comeback. The 

season ended in the National Invitation 
Tournament, where the Eagles fell 80-68 
at Oklahoma State.

Fly’s top returnee is expected to be first-
team All-ASUN selection Zach Johnson (15 
ppg), unless Johnson gets drafted after filing 

for NBA eligibility.  “Honestly, I haven’t 
really thought about me ... it’s all about 
Coach Fly today,” Johnson said at Fly’s hiring 
ceremony. “He has his hands everywhere. He 
obviously cares about you … we’ve known 
that he has our backs, and that’s something 
you don’t get a lot of places.”

Just-departed FGCU star Brandon 
Goodwin said he considered Fly “almost 
as a head coach these past few years, even 
though he was an assistant.” 

“He’s going to bring in a fast-paced style 
to the team and program,” said Goodwin, 
who joined Sherwood Brown (2013) this 
season as the second player in FGCU 
history to earn both All-American and 
ASUN Player of the Year honors, and was 
FGCU’s first two-time NABC District 3 
First Team pick. “His work ethic is second 
to none, and I can only see positive things 
in the future for FGCU.”

With that statement, the most decorated 
men’s basketball player in Eagle history 
could also have been talking about the 
most decorated coach in university history 

New FGCU men’s head coach Michael Fly 
will call the shots with the departure of 
Joe Dooley (left).

TOP: FGCU Athletics Director Ken 
Kavanagh quickly promoted Fly to be the 
fourth head coach in program history.
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Karl Smesko has been at the center of 
435 wins in 16 seasons at FGCU after 
founding the women’s program.

– the guy who founded the women’s 
program.

The 2017-18 season was perhaps Karl 
Smesko’s best so far: 31-5 overall record, 
ASUN regular-season and tournament 
championships, an 80-70 upset of No. 5 
seed Missouri by his 12th-seeded Eagles 
in the Stanford Regional of the NCAA 
Tournament, and a No. 25 ranking in 
the final USA TODAY Coaches Poll after 
the season ended with a loss to No. 4 
Stanford on its home floor in round two 
of the NCAA. Oh yeah … Smesko also 
took home his eighth ASUN Coach of the 
Year honor, in case he still has room to put 
those darn plaques somewhere.

So why doesn’t Smesko leave for a 
bigger school? He laid it out simply in the 
Coach’s Chair at Women’s Hoops World 
in February:

“I’m proud of what we’ve accomplished 
at FGCU, and I’m proud of the 
consistency we’ve shown over the years, 
being a quality program even in years 
when we were replacing a lot of players,” 
Smesko said. “… There is still room to 
improve and play at an even higher level. 
We’ve really upgraded our facilities this 

year, and that makes a difference in the 
quality of student athletes we bring in. 
That will translate in a few years to how 
competitive our program should be.”

The man came with a plan when he 
created the program in 2001, and the 
formula has resulted in 435 wins with the 
Eagles over 16 seasons, including an even 
300 in Division I. Smesko’s cumulative 
record at three schools is just four wins shy 
of 500, and that milestone will be reached 
quickly next season, when the Eagles return 
three top scorers among six players scheduled 
to return, joined by four NCAA Division I 
transfers and three first-year signees.

So how does this Ohio native keep the 
standard the standard? It starts with an 
All-FGCU coaching staff. Associate head 
coach Chelsea Banbury and Amanda 
Pierce, director of basketball operations, 
were early FGCU teammates, as were 
assistant coach Jenna Cobb and video 
coordinator Stephanie Haas on a later 
edition of the Eagles. Assistant Chelsea 

Lyles, the recruiting 
coordinator, is another 
former Eagle.  “They 
are really good at what 
they do, and are about 
the program and how 
we run things,” Smesko 
told Women’s Hoops 
World. “It’s a positive 
thing when a staff gets 
along as well as we do.”

It’s a vibe picked up 
by the players. “He’s 
such a great coach, 
players still want to 
work with him after 
their playing careers 
are over,” said Lisa 
Zderadicka, an Austrian 
transfer from Houston 
Baptist who has one 
year of eligibility 
remaining as she earns a 
master’s in educational 
leadership. “That 
experience here really 

helps those of us now on the team, because 
they know what it’s like to be a player.”

Zderadicka (7.6 points per game) is one 
of the key returnees for Smesko, along with 
Nasrin Ulel (9.5 ppg) and Tytionia Adderly 
(7 ppg and a team-leading 8.9 rebounds per 
game), who was second-team All-ASUN. 
They will help offset the losses of the team’s 
leading scorers, Rosemarie Julien and China 
Dow, who were first-team All-ASUN; and 
Taylor Gradinjan, who was named to the 
ASUN All-Academic Team and led the 
greatest 3-point-shooting team in NCAA 
history (a record 431 made in 2017-18) by 
hitting 89 threes herself.

Gradinjan puts Karl’s Kulture in 
perspective better than anyone. “What we 
do on the floor is so complicated and specific 
with such attention to detail, it’s great to 
have coaches who know the system so well. 
We do everything a certain way,” Gradinjan 
said. “I really like the way he coaches; his 
style is different than anyone else’s that I 
know. He created something that I really 
wanted to be part of.”

You aren’t the only one, Taylor. There 
are many who want to fly like an Eagle. 
Even a guy named Fly. n
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ALUMNI
RAD COZZA IS A SERIAL ENTREPRENEUR. 
The 2003 business management graduate has 
spent the past 15 years succeeding in three very 
different fields — modeling, real estate and now, 
the restaurant industry.

“I used to have structure in my life, and now it’s just mayhem,” 
Cozza said of juggling his time with four businesses: 
partnerships with the restaurants Society and Izzy’s Fish & 
Oyster and ownership of both Cozza Investment Group  
(a real estate firm) and Evolution Model Management. 
“The good thing about it is, I enjoy it.”

Society, located in the Bell Tower Shops in Fort 
Myers, is Cozza’s main focus. It opened in 
fall 2017 after four years of permitting and 
construction hurdles. The 14,800-square-
foot space includes a main dining room, 
patio and a “treehouse bar” on the roof. 
“We wanted to do something with a big-
city metropolitan feel, but ‘Fort Myer-ize’ it,” 
Cozza said. The restaurant specializes in local 
fare with a twist and is launching a “DJ Dinner 
Series” to give it the “little pop of excitement 
that you see in New York and Miami.” 

That big-city culture is something Cozza is 
familiar with. While earning his undergraduate 
degree at FGCU, the native of West Warwick, 
R.I., worked with a Miami modeling agency on 
campaigns for brands such as Tommy Hilfiger and 
Perry Ellis. The work had him traveling between South 
Florida and New York City, and it was through those 
travels that Cozza’s passion for food grew.

“It (modeling) was fun. It just wasn’t too 
profitable,” Cozza said. “I definitely 
wanted to use my education.”

CLASS OF 2003

The entrepreneur’s 
entrepreneur
BY NINA BARBERO
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

UPDATES:

He put modeling on the backburner 
and began to work as a real estate agent 
with Keller Williams Realty. In 2006, 
he left Keller Williams to open Cozza 
Investment Group. Cozza said the 
timing of the opening enabled him to 
take advantage of a booming market.

“We sold between 3,000 and 4,000 
single-family homes, pre-construction, 
over a few-year period, and my firm 
was ranked No. 10 in the nation by the 
Wall Street Journal for volume produced 
nationwide,” Cozza said. 

As Society becomes established in Fort 
Myers, Cozza also continues to work as 
a partner with Izzy’s Fish & Oyster in 
downtown Fort Myers, and in what he 
describes as a “supervisory” role with 

Evolution Model Management. 
Dan Wise, a longtime friend of 

Cozza’s from their undergraduate years 
at FGCU, said Cozza likes to go in 
several different directions at a time, but 
always with a clear plan.

“He’s the entrepreneur’s entrepreneur,” 
Wise said. “He’s always carved out his 
own path.”

Two projects Cozza has planned in 
the next few years include expanding 
Society into another Florida market and 
working with FGCU students through 
internships or teaching, so he can share 
some of his business experience. One 
piece of advice he has for student-
entrepreneurs: Don’t be afraid to fail.
“Take the risk,” Cozza said.

“Entrepreneurship is all about risk – 
calculated risk.” n

Entrepreneurship is all about risk – calculated risk.
B R A D  C O Z Z A‘‘ ’’

Brad Cozza

(Continued from page 43)

ASSOCIATION SPONSORS
LEADERSHIP ACADEMY
The FGCU Alumni Association is hosting 
Leadership Academy 2018, a 6-month 
program designed to expose community 
members to the university and the 800-
acre campus with behind-the-scene tours, 
discussions with deans and faculty and more. 
The current group will meet President Mike 
Martin and hear about FGCU’s plans for 
the future; talk with Athletics Director Ken 
Kavanagh about the growing Division 1 
athletics program; experience the NASA-
developed anti-gravity treadmill in the Human 
Performance Laboratory in the Marieb 
College of Health & Human Services; and 
the virtual reality lab in the U.A. Whitaker 
College of Engineering. They will also see a 
demonstration of the indoor golf simulator in 
the PGA Golf Management Program.
For information on the next academy,  
visit fgcu.edu/alumni.

CREATE YOUR LEGACY
What has long been known as the Alumni 
Patio is fittingly transforming into the 
Alumni Legacy Plaza. The well-traveled 
brick-paved expanse along the side 
entrance to the Cohen Center holds 1,159 
personalized bricks honoring alumni and 
other supporters of the university who 
purchased pavers to commemorate special 
occasions like graduation.
The Alumni Association is in the process 
of creating new traditions that will build 
stronger ties between alumni and this 
special spot, including placing ribbons on 
newly installed pavers, holding an Alumni 
Legacy Walk from the various colleges to 
the plaza before graduation and installing a 
bronze bench with an Azul statue on it.
Alumni may purchase a brick to be installed 
there at the current price – $150 for a two-
line message, $175 for three lines – until 
July 1, when the price increases to $200. 
For details, visit fgcu.edu/alumni n
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NNA NGUYEN  
radiates joy. She describes 
her work in rapid-fire 
bursts punctuated by 
laughter, describing 

herself first as a “people” photographer, then 
asserting that “traveling” photographer is 
more precise. 

“Basically, if you put a person in front of 
my lens, I’m going to take a photograph,” 
she said.

Nguyen’s description of herself is accurate, 
if understated. The FGCU alumna (’11, 
Psychology) is a nationally published 
commercial and wedding photographer 
whose work has appeared on websites and  
in print. Founder and principal of the Naples- 
based studio Zee Anna Photography, 
Nguyen also owns Boothy, a photo-booth 
rental business run by her husband and 
fellow FGCU alum Kerry Stratton (’13, 
Communication). The couple’s corgi, 
Einstein, serves as the company’s “director 
of happiness,” and their shiba inu, Momo, is 
the “intern of joy.”   

Nguyen came to photography rather 
serendipitously. A psychology major from 
Stockton, Calif., with a strong interest in 
finance, she was headed to business school 
before a chance encounter with FGCU staff 
photographer and instructor James Greco 
turned her attention in a new direction. 
“I struck up a conversation with James 
when he was shooting photos at a business 
etiquette course I was taking,” she recalls. 
“He encouraged me to sign up for his 
photography course, and when I explained 
I didn’t have the necessary prerequisites, he 
waived the requirements and let me in.” 

It was the start of a new direction for 

Nguyen. She flourished in the course, 
became a teaching assistant for Greco, and 
threw herself headlong into photography, 
with Greco as her mentor. After graduating, 
she landed a full-time job as a photographer 
with Marissa Collections, and in May 2013, 
she opened her own studio. 

“I told myself I would give it one full 
year, and if I didn’t succeed, I’d go to 
graduate school,” Nguyen said. “It’s been 
full-throttle ever since.”

Her mentor Greco isn’t surprised. “Anna 
was one of those rare students — she had 
incredible drive and an unquenchable thirst 
for learning,” he said. “She also had a natural 
talent for ‘seeing light,’ and the ability to 
take in all the elements in a scene and then 
compose beautiful photos. I knew she would 
be successful, and I’m proud that I was able 
to mentor her, though she did all the hard 

work to get to where she is today.”
Nguyen says the secret to her success is simple: 

“I place clients in flattering poses and then let 
them be themselves. My photo sessions are 
very intimate — I want clients to view me as 
a friend and have fun. That’s when they drop 
their guard and I get the best photos.” 

Nguyen attributes her success largely to 
her years at FGCU. “I’m so proud to be a 
graduate of the university. It gives back to the 
community in so many ways, and it gave me a 
safe space to nurture my creativity and interact 
with people who truly care,” she said.

“My goal is not to be known as a famous 
photographer. My clients’ kids won’t know 
who I was, nor will they care. The only thing 
my clients will remember is that I captured 
the special moments in their lives. People 
matter, and if I keep that fact in mind, I’ll 
continue to do the work I want to do.” n

CLASS OF 2011

Unexpected 
exposure leads 
to photography 
career 
BY LORI FERGUSON

A

Anna Nguyen
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Life lessons and education guided 
grad to her career calling 
BY BETSY CLAYTON  

NADEGE (PIERRE) BORGAT EARNED HER 
bachelor’s degree while raising son Malik. 
She started her master’s degree when she 
was eight months pregnant. Son Ethan 
arrived during her second month in 

the program. Daughter Zoey was born the day 
before her final class for her master’s.

Borgat (’12, Marketing) believes juggling 
motherhood with academics helps her  
connect with the clients she serves as executive 
director at The New Beginnings of SWFL Inc., a 
faith-based nonprofit residential program for young, 
financially struggling single mothers. Among the 
organization’s requirements: Residents must pursue a degree 
or certification while living at the Cape Coral-based complex.

Started by Bill and Mary Masters, who own it, serve on the 
board and live on site, The New Beginnings has helped about 40 
women since opening in 2011. Women ages 18 and older live rent-free  
in two-bedroom apartments for two or four years. Volunteer counselors  
and other professionals assist. All residents attend the same church,  
learn life skills and work on higher education. Accountability is essential. 

“It’s a hand up, not a hand out,” says Borgat, who lives with husband 
and FGCU alum, Don (’14, Accounting), nearby but spends hours  
at The New Beginnings as its only paid employee. 

Besides maintaining a smooth operation, her main goal is raising 
awareness about the program and raising funds to keep it going.  
(Its annual budget is about $250,000 – all from donations; no government 
funds.) Borgat says that’s why she’s grateful for her FGCU marketing classes.

“Running a not-for-profit is nothing but relationship management, and 
that’s what marketing is — building relationships. So I can build my network 
that will turn into dollars for the organization I’m passionate about,” she says.  
“The Lutgert College of Business and my marketing professors really 
challenged me to perform at my level of excellence.”

Now 28, she moved to Miami from Haiti at age 4 and Lee County at age 8.  
She became a lonely, pregnant, homeless high school dropout. In 2007, she was 
referred to a program for pregnant teens at which the Masterses volunteered. 
The couple connected with Borgat. “They asked me to stay with them.” At the 
time, the Masterses had no plans to open a residential program. But as they 
helped Borgat achieve her G.E.D, learn to be a parent to Malik  
and move on toward her B.A., they decided to create The New Beginnings. 

Borgat calls them mom and dad. Together they now help other women 
become successful parents. “I’ve been where they are; I can relate to them.” 

She can also inspire them. Having earned her MBA at Hodges University,  
Borgat  is now considering pursuing a doctoral degree in marketing. n
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OR TARA INGALSBE, 
there’s nothing more 
fulfilling than getting a 
great scoop of sediment. 

A civilian oceanographer 
for the Naval Oceanographic Office 
(NAVO) based out of Stennis Space Center 
in Hancock County, Miss., Ingalsbe (’13, 
Marine Science; ’15, Environmental 
Science) is charged with collecting ocean 
sediments from around the world then 
analyzing their textural, chemical, physical, 
acoustic and engineering properties. 

“The data we collect and the analyses 
we perform allow us to compose a 
picture of the ocean bottom – what 
it looks like and what it’s comprised 
of – which we provide to the U.S. 
Navy to support operations such as 
safe navigation and mission planning,” 
Ingalsbe said.

Ingalsbe has long been enamored with 
the sea. “I grew up in Central Florida, 
but frequently went to the beach with 
family and friends and always knew I 
wanted to work in some aspect of marine 
science,” she said. “When I began my 
studies at FGCU, the incredible professors 
and the opportunities they provided led me 
to focus on marine geology.”

 Ingalsbe cites coursework and research 
projects with Professor Michael Savarese 
and Associate Professor Joanne Muller 
as instrumental to her career trajectory. 
“They were my mentors and provided me 
with incredible opportunities to develop 
my skills and experience in the field. Dr. 
Savarese took me to the Bahamas twice to 
do field research, and Dr. Muller arranged 
for me to participate in a 23-day research 
cruise into the Arctic on the Coast Guard 

icebreaker USCGC Healy, which was 
incredible.”

Muller recalled that she “recommended 
Tara for the research cruise with Dr. Lloyd 
Keigwin from Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution on very short notice, and I 
wasn’t sure how she would respond, as she 
had never been to sea and had never seen 
snow. But she took the whole experience 
in stride. Tara is a dedicated scientist – 
hard-working, committed to research, and 
passionate about climate-change science.”

For three to five months of the year, 
Ingalsbe travels around the world 
aboard the U.S. Navy’s T-AGS 60 Class 

Oceanographic Survey Ships – dedicated 
research vessels known as the “White 
Ships.” In her spare time, Ingalsbe 
practices martial arts – she’s a third-degree 
black belt in Chito-ryu, a Japanese style of 
karate – and works as a beekeeper in the 
family’s hobby-turned-business back in her 
hometown of Oviedo. “My sister initially 
got our family into beekeeping when she 
did a senior project in high school, and 
we enjoyed it so much we just kept at it,” 
Ingalsbe said. 

“If I find any opportunity to do 
science things on the side, I go for it,” she 
confessed with a laugh. n

CLASS OF 2015

Scientist is 
always in motion 
on the ocean
BY LORI FERGUSON

F

Tara Ingalsbe doesn’t let ice and  
snow deter her from research 

aboard a Navy ship.
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Alumnus of Distinction: Michael Wynn

A MANDA BEIGHTS,  
vice president of 
Leadership Collier 
Foundation, says 
Michael Wynn led the 

Foundation’s 30-member board and the 
Greater Naples Chamber’s 50-member 
board “like an orchestra conductor,” 
harmonizing their efforts into “a 
marvelous local institutional symphony.”

Kamela Patton, superintendent of 
Collier County Public Schools – whose 
initiatives have been sponsored by 
Sunshine Ace Hardware, where Wynn 
is president and board chairman – says 
he is a “trailblazer” who is committed to 
excellence and leadership.

And now Wynn is something else: 
FGCU’s 2018 Alumni of Distinction 
winner. It is the highest award bestowed 
by the Alumni Association and 
celebrates alumni who have upheld the 
tradition of excellence through their 
personal accomplishment, professional 
achievement or humanitarian service.

“I spent a lot of time investing in the 

community and in the region,” he says, 
“and to have what is essentially one of the 
key anchors for this region – FGCU – to 
award me one of their highest honors was 
incredibly humbling and gratifying.

“What is special about FGCU is that 
it has done a remarkable job of being 
able to integrate with the surrounding 
regional community and be a significant 
contributor to workforce development. 
And still doing all of that despite what 
has been exponential growth. I’ve been 
fortunate to be able to hire a number of 
FGCU graduates. We have a number of 
students working for us right now. 

“It’s been gratifying to have been a 
part of that early start of the university 
and to be able to see it continue to reach 
new milestones while still keeping that 
close connection to the community, 
which is so important to me.”

After earning his executive master 
of business administration degree from 
FGCU in 2005, he went on to lead 
Sunshine Ace Hardware, one of the largest 
family-owned home-improvement and 

outdoor-recreation retailers in Southwest 
Florida. He has never forgotten what 
FGCU did for him. He returns every 
semester to speak to students in business 
Professor Eric Dent’s Organizational 
Ethics and Values course. 

“The more time has gone on, the more 
that the university has matured and the more 
opportunities I have seen to be able to connect 
and invest time volunteering with the university 
and really give back to a university that has 
given so much to me,” he says. “It’s given me 
the skills and tools that I have required to be 
able to grow our business and to be able to have 
some of the other opportunities that have come 
up in my career.

“I don’t know that I would have had 
some of the skill sets and confidence to 
take on some of those roles had I not 
had that background and education that 
FGCU provided.”

– Rick Weber

Michael Wynn, center, with friends and 
family at the Alumni Awards ceremony 
this year.
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Alumni Awards 2018: Soaring Eagles

Graduation year/major:  
2009, Legal Studies 

Where he lives now: Albion, Ind.

Occupation: Town manager

Why he was nominated: He has 
aggressively made professionalism a 
priority in municipal management and 
has assisted his community with bringing 
about changes in policies with resident 
input and the use of data. He is the ADA 
and Title VI coordinator for the Albion 
area and ensures that everyone receives fair 
and equal treatment under the law. Wynn 
is a founding member of the Culver 
Beard Club, a nonprofit organization 
that provides assistance to children and 
residents and has logged 15 years of bell-
ringing for the Salvation Army during the 
charity’s annual Kettle Campaign.

In his own words: “I am incredibly 
honored and humbled to have received 
the Soaring Eagle award. In a profession 
that rarely receives gratitude, it’s refreshing 
to be recognized as doing good things 
for my community, and for excelling 
in my career. I’ve proudly displayed the 
Soaring Eagle award prominently in 
my office. It’s amongst my most valued 
accomplishments, sitting next to a picture 
of my wife and me shortly after the birth 
of our middle daughter, and baby pictures 
of our oldest daughter, 
and our son. While I 
don’t discount all of 
the awards that the 
town has received 
under my leadership, 
they simply don’t 
mean as much to me 
as being recognized 
back home at 
FGCU.” 

Graduation year/major: 
2009, Management-Human 
Resources; 2010, Master of Business 
Administration

Where he lives now: Estero

Occupation: People & Culture 
Manager, Suffolk Construction

Why he was nominated: He has rolled 
out a number of programs for Suffolk, 
which received gold awards in three 
categories at the 2017 Chief Learning 
Officer/Learning in Practice Awards 
(Talent management, Trailblazer and 
Innovation). Wallick’s passion for FGCU 
remains strong. He currently serves as 
an attendee and speaker at FGCU’s 
student Society for Human Resource 
Management Chapter meetings and 
events and has served on the FGCU 
Alumni Association as a presenter on 
interviewing techniques and resumé 
workshops.

In his own words: “To me, the 
Soaring Eagle Award means that I 
am fulfilling a promise that I made 
to myself and the Southwest Florida 
community when I chose to attend 
FGCU. This promise was that I would 
become involved in and give back to the 
community in which I lived and worked 
during and after my time at FGCU, just 
as the many professors, 
business leaders, and 
mentors did for me 
during my career at 
FGCU and still do 
to this day. To me, 
FGCU will always 
be near and very 
dear to my heart.”

Graduation year/major:  
2007, Resort & Hospitality Management;  
2013, Master’s, Educational Leadership  

Where she lives now: Fort Myers

Occupation: Principal,  
Collier Charter Academy in Naples

Why she was nominated: Zambito was 
a teacher at Bonita Springs Charter School, 
then she received a string of promotions 
to curriculum resource teacher, dean of 
students and assistant principal. Now 
she is principal of a charter school that 
opened this past fall. She is active in the 
Naples Chamber of Commerce and has 
contributed to FGCU as guest speaker 
for the Student Alumni Association and 
general adviser for Kappa Tau.

In her own words: “As a student in both 
my undergraduate and graduate programs, 
I not only received a great education, 
but I was afforded with opportunities of 
leadership that allowed me to grow both 
personally and professionally. FGCU has 
been a part of my life for the last 15 years 
and still provides me with opportunities, 
even as an alumna. Whether it’s speaking 
to upcoming graduates in the College of 
Education, meeting them at hiring fairs, 
networking and reconnecting with fellow 
alumni at the great alumni events that 
are planned or enjoying the company of 
family and friends at 
an FGCU athletics 
event, the 
opportunities 
are still 
endless.”

STEFEN 
WYNN

LOGAN 
WALLICK

KIMBERLY 
ZAMBITO
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Each year, the Alumni 
Association recognizes 
alumni who are successful in 
the community and in their 
professions. We encourage 
alumni, friends, faculty and 
staff to nominate alumni for 
either of these prestigious 
awards. 

ALUMNUS OF DISTINCTION
This is the most prestigious 
award the association 
bestows upon a graduate. 
It honors alumni who have 
upheld the tradition of 
excellence through their 
personal accomplishment, 
professional achievement 
and/or humanitarian service.

SOARING EAGLE AWARD     
A graduate from each 
college is honored (within 
10 years of graduation) for 
outstanding achievement or 
service in their professional 
or volunteer life.

Graduation year/major:  
2012, Master’s, Social Work 

Where he lives now: Cape Coral

Occupation: President and co-founder 
of Family Initiative

Why he was nominated: After serving 
abused and neglected children  on the 
management team at the Children’s 
Network of Southwest Florida, he felt gaps 
in the community needed to be filled. He 
saw more children coming into the child 
welfare system who were both diagnosed 
and undiagnosed in the autism spectrum. 
So he left Children’s Network and co-
founded the Family Initiative, which serves 
children with Autism Spectrum Disorder 
(ASD) and their families. He also works 
full time with the Youth Law Center, a 
national advocacy organization focusing 
on reforming child welfare and foster care 
systems around the country. 

In his own words: “Being selected as 
a Soaring Eagle means a great deal to 
me because it serves as recognition of 
the impact of the nonprofit community 
throughout Southwest Florida. Our 
community has been positively affected 
by a new generation of nonprofit leaders 
addressing issues highly significant to 
individuals and families across our area. 
Receiving the award highlights the 

growing awareness of the 
increasing number of 

families who have a 
child diagnosed on the 
autism spectrum across 
Southwest Florida and 
I’m proud to have the 
honor of representing 

the families we serve.”

Graduation year/major:  
2015, Environmental Engineering;  
pursuing master’s in Environmental 
Engineering, with expected graduation 
in May 2019

Where he lives now: Fort Myers

Occupation: Assistant Project Engineer, 
Hole Montes, Inc.

Why he was nominated: His project, 
“Bioremediation of Phenol Waste Using 
Microorganisms from Activated Sludge 
in a Batch Reactor,” took first place in the 
Florida Water Environment Association 
Student Design Competition in May 
2015 and second place in the Water 
Environment Federation Student Design 
Competition in September 2015. He has 
served not only as a teacher’s assistant at 
FGCU, but is working toward his master’s 
degree and hopes to become more 
involved as an FGCU ambassador. He 
was a member of the FGCU Engineering 
and Computer Science Honor Society 
and the EES student chapter.

In his own words: “FGCU is special 
to me because the university provides 
a unique perspective to learning by 
incorporating environmental awareness 
into its programs. I was fortunate to have 
mentors in the College of Engineering 
that helped guide me into a career 

working with water, 
one of our greatest 

natural resources. 
The friendships 
and professional 
relationships that 
have developed 
from my time at 
FGCU have had 

an enormous 
impact on 

me.”

DAVID 
BROWN

ERIK 
MEAD

THE  
ALUMNI  
AWARDS

Kim Wallace, director of Alumni 
Relations, 2018 Alumnus of 
Distinction winner Michael Wynn 
and FGCU President Mike Martin.
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GIVING
PRESIDENT’S GALA

Event celebrates
fourth president,
next two decades

HE PATH TO FLORIDA GULF 
Coast University’s next 20 years led 
right through Dunk City at the 2018 
President’s Celebration, which took place 
April 7.

Some 400 guests walked through the doors of Alico Arena, 
stepping into what is customarily a basketball venue, but 
on this night was transformed, draped in elegant white 
curtains, bathed in blue lights and populated by dancers and 
musicians, all lending a futuristic feel to the event.

 “I’d like to see us be in a position where every citizen 
in the five-county area knows, in some way, that we 
have made an impact on their lives,” President Mike 
Martin said in a nod to 2037. “And I’d like to see that 
our graduation rate and our success rate for students 
approaches 90 percent.”

Student success was the theme of the celebration, and Martin 
made a generous investment in the cause in which he 
ardently believes. The president joined in a spirited fund-a-
need live auction in which donors pledged to help fund the 
university’s student success efforts, raising more than $300,000.

Martin also was officially inaugurated in an 
uncharacteristically brief ceremony. He requested that the 
tradition take place during the gala rather than in a more 
expensive independent ceremony. Flanked by founding 
President Roy McTarnaghan and FGCU Board of Trustees 
Chair Blake Gable, Martin received the chain of office 
in a symbolic moment marking his rise to become the 
university’s fourth president. Martin was quick to point 
out who the event was really honoring.

“This should be the Community’s [Celebration],” 
Martin said as he motioned toward the crowd. “These are 
the people who have made this a university and continue 
to make it better.”

– Kyle McCurry
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I’d like to see us be in a position where every citizen  
in the five-county area knows, in some way,  
that we have made an impact on their lives.

M I K E  M A R T I N 
P R E S I D E N T,  F L O R I D A  G U L F  C O A S T  U N I V E R S I T Y‘‘ ’’

WEBON THE

FGCU360.com
PHOTO

GALLERY 

Kristy and David Holmes, Darol Carr, Donnie Crandell and   
 Laurie Holquist 
Harry Casimir, Charles Winton 
Garrett and Diana Richter, Robbie and Geoffrey Roepstorff 
Blake Gable, President Roy McTarnaghan, 
 President Mike Martin 
President Mike Martin speaks about FGCU’s future. 
Allen Weiss and Mike Martin 
Roy McTarnaghan, Burtt Holmes 
Robert Roop, Myra Daniels, Margaret Antonier 
Lee and Gene Seidler 
Alan Korest, Mike Martin 
Paul and Nicci Kassolis, Amy and Jeff Ospina, Monette  
 and Shawn Everett
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GOOD MENTOR 
is often difficult to find. 
A good mentor whose 
assistance comes with 
financial support, even 

harder. But for those FGCU students 
fortunate enough to receive a scholarship 
from a donor-mentor, the rewards 
transcend the dollars and cents of it all.

Enter Jeff Provol, donor and FGCU 
Foundation Board member, who also 
serves on the Development Committee; 
Provol endowed the G. Jeffrey Provol 
Scholarship at FGCU. In addition to his 
goal of assisting students financially, he is 
deeply interested in mentoring his students 
and helping them succeed. 

Enter Sarah Stauring (’17, Biology). 

A graduate student and recipient of the 
2016-17 and 2017-18 Provol Scholarship, 
Stauring could not be more grateful for 
the financial support and mentorship. “Jeff 
and I met a few times a semester before 
my graduation, and our relationship has 
continued with the same frequency since 
then,” said Stauring, whose graduate work 
at FGCU is in environmental engineering. 
“We talk about goals. We talk about life 
issues – physical health, exercise, work 
load. Jeff really cares about everything.”

“Most students meet their donor for 
the first time at the annual (President’s) 
Scholarship Luncheon, and it’s a one-
time experience,” said Provol, who wants 
the relationship to continue in a more 
productive way. “Becoming a caring mentor 

can provide an invaluable and enriching 
experience. It gives an added sense of 
purpose to life in its recognition that we are 
here to help each other. Scholarship students 
are an inspiration; they want to make the 
world a better place and offer hope for 
solving the complex problems in the world.”

Investments from the heart
Donors, scholarship recipients share more than financial support / BY KAREN B O OTH

A
ABOVE: Hundreds of donors and 
their scholarship recipients have the 
opportunity to meet and converse at the 
annual President’s Scholarship Luncheon 
held each November.

AT RIGHT: Scholarship recipient Sarah 
Stauring, ’17, and donor Jeffrey Provol 
have gone on to have a close relationship, 
meeting for mentorship sessions and talks 
about life.
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“Sarah is a remarkable young lady,” 
Provol said. “She’s accomplished so much 
at FGCU, and within the community. As 
an undergraduate, she was selected as one 
of 10 seniors to be inducted into FGCU’s 
Student Hall of Fame. As a graduate 
student, in addition to her class schedule, 
she works as a graduate assistant in the 
alumni office at FGCU and participates in 
an internship.”

Stauring’s internship with the Lee 
County Hyacinth Control District 
relates directly to her career goals. “I’m 
interested in water quality. I want to make 
sure we’re doing the best we can for our 
environment,” Stauring said.

Provol tries to spend as much time 
with Stauring as she would like. He’s a 
dedicated spokesman for the value of 
mentoring and is committed to sharing his 
passion and his experiences. 

For her part, Stauring said, “My 
relationship with Jeff is very reciprocal. He 
loves to share things he’s learned, and he is 

open to learning new things when I share 
what I’ve learned. I am very thankful Jeff is 
in my life.”

Taylor Toreno, (’17, Resort and 
Hospitality Management) gifted her 
mentors, Jim and Lynn Knupp, a beautiful 
canvas depicting the Tree of Life and 
inscribed with the quote on the next page. 
The Knupps would add “priceless” to this 
writer’s description, meaning Toreno’s gift, 
given thoughtfully and with affection, is 

irreplaceable.
The Knupps moved to Naples 19 years 

ago, he after retiring from his Chicago-based 
investment consulting firm, Ennis Knupp 
and Associates; she from a career in north 
Chicago real estate. The couple got involved 
with the university shortly after their move. 
“Involved,” however, is a bit of a misnomer. 

Jim Knupp’s first contact was with then 
dean of the Lutgert College of Business, 
Dick Pegnetter, “a phenomenal guy 
who got me excited about FGCU,” said 
Jim Knupp. He has chaired the Finance 
Committee, the Development Committee 
and, later, the FGCU Foundation Board 
to which he attracted new directors. 

Loyal donors for years, the couple 
endowed the James F. and Lynn E. Knupp 
Scholarship 10 years ago.

Parents of two sons and one daughter and 
grandparents to six, the Knupps understand 
that the future of the country is in the 
hands of the young. “Education is so critical 
to developing a strong self and assuming 

G I V I N G
“Students benefit 
as much from the 

mentoring of a caring, 
interested individual 
as they do from the 
financial support.
J E F F  P R O V O L ,  D O N O R
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For details on making a gift,  
contact the FGCU Foundation at 
(239) 590-1067.

positions of leadership,” Lynn Knupp said.
“When we established the scholarship, we 

made it clear we weren’t just interested in just 
giving money,” said Jim Knupp. “We were 
interested in getting to know our scholarship 
recipients and providing counsel and other 
forms of support to help them be successful.”

Two-time Knupp Scholarship recipient, 
Taylor Toreno met her mentors at the 
scholarship luncheon in 2016. She 
immediately showed her gratitude to the 
Knupps, passing them a handwritten 
note of thanks. The Knupps said they 
realized then that there was something 
special about this young woman. “As 
we got to know her, we learned more 
about her background,” Jim Knupp said. 
“Most notably, she had no family and was 
working her way through college.”

The Knupps began inviting Toreno to 
family get-togethers with their children and 
grandchildren. She became one of the family 
with the littlest Knupp grandchildren fighting 
to be the first to sit next to her. “Taylor 
values personal relationships,” 
said Lynn Knupp, who 
values the same.

Toreno said her 
relationship with the 
Knupps has meant 
everything to her. “It 
has given me a sense 
of home, warmth I 
haven’t received in a 
long time. The Knupps 
are the grandparents I 
never had. They are 
irreplaceable in my 
life.”

Indeed, her relationship with the 
Knupps has evolved into much more than 
donor/scholarship recipient. The couple 
offer advice and help her make the big 
decisions in her life. Toreno calls them 
“inspirational.”

“Jim and Lynn are two of the most caring 
people I’ve ever met,” she said. “So many 
people in today’s society don’t care about 
other people’s problems. The Knupps are so 

empathetic, so welcoming, so generous with 
their time and knowledge.”

Her gratitude was in her voice as she 
said: “There just aren’t many people like 
them. A very rare find.” n

The value of a great mentor is immeasurable; 
their guidance is unsurpassed. Thank you 

for helping me realize my dreams and always 
believing in me. I am forever grateful. 

TAY L O R  T O R E N O ,  S T U D E N T

From left, Lynn Knupp, Taylor Toreno, ’17, 
and Jim Knupp have built a close bond.
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HILE RESORT  
and hospitality 
majors at Florida 
Gulf Coast 
University already 

boast a 100 percent placement rate upon 
graduation, the program is on track to take 
their education to a higher level – literally.

Considering the importance of wine 
in Southwest Florida, where the Naples 
Winter Wine Festival and the Southwest 
Florida Food 
and Wine Fest 
raise millions 
of dollars 
each year 
for charity, 
the School 
of Resort & 
Hospitality 
Management 
has plans 
to add a 
wine tower, 
tasting room 
and other 
elements to 
upgrade wine 
education.

Randy 
Upchurch, 
the school’s 
director, 
says that he 
believes that 
expanding 
opportunities 
for students to 
learn about the wine industry just makes 
sense.

“We’re looking at career paths in wine, 
spirits and beverage merchandising and 
retailing and distributorship,” he says. “It’s 
a great career path, a path you can climb 
quickly.”

The plan includes a two-story wine 
tower that will hold 700 bottles of 
unusual and rare wines. It will be built 
in the entry lobby of Sugden Hall, where 

the reception desk now stands. Next to 
that will be a tasting room, which could 
double as a private dining room, with 
a display case for Riedel wine glasses as 
well as about 20 glass etchings displayed 
around the room.

The project began simply as a wine 
vault, a secure and temperature-controlled 
unit in which to store these higher-end 
wines. But discussions with representatives 
of the Culinary and Education 

Foundation (CHEF) brought the project 
to the attention of local wine aficionados 
Jim and Laura Dixon. The Naples couple 
are trustees of the Naples Winter Wine 
Festival and own both the Naples Wine 

Collection and The Cave Bistro and Wine 
Bar. They recommended a tower to make 
the best use of the limited space available.

“We’re very proud of what we do,” 
Upchurch says. “About 18 months ago, we 
gave them a tour of the building and told 
them about the wine vault. Jim looked at 
the lobby and said ‘go vertical.’ It’s their 
idea and they’ve seen a lot of great wine 
configurations.”

The Dixons have pledged $250,000 
to build the 
tower and 
are helping 
to bring in 
additional 
donors to 
contribute 
toward the 
rest of the 
elements.

“We are 
avid wine 
collectors,” 
Jim Dixon 
says. “Laura’s 
father got us 
involved. We 
have a wine 
collection 
of 114,000 
bottles.”

Considering 
they own and 
operate both 
a wine store 
and restaurant, 
Dixon says, 

“We can always use people graduating 
from the school. And it would be good to 
facilitate great students out of the program 
to work within the industry. Restaurateurs 
and resort hotels indicate it’s hard to find 
anyone with this knowledge or skills.”

Upchurch says that, assuming 
additional donations can be found, 
the tower and tasting room could be 
operational by fall.

– Karen Feldman

Resort & Hospitality program, donors  
join forces to elevate wine program

W

For details or to donate to the 
project, contact Bill Rice at  
brice@fgcu.edu or (239) 590-1077.
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Storm changes 
study path for 
Puerto Rican  
students

THE FGCU EFFECT

Puerto Rican students 
(from left) Kiana Feliciano, 

Phabiolah Cardona, Lani 
Molina, Jose Ruiz, Diego 

Sepulveda, Paola Reyes and 
Jamie Cumba outside the 
Outdoor Sports Complex 

on campus. They are among 
14 students from Puerto 

Rico and two from the U.S. 
Virgin Islands who came to 

FGCU after Hurricane Maria 
uprooted their lives.    
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F YOU WANT A SILVER 
lining through the storm clouds 
of a horrible 2017 hurricane 
season, here’s one: Florida Gulf 
Coast University’s shining role in 

helping displaced storm victims through 
some of their darkest days.

First, Hurricane Irma impacted so many 
people in Southwest Florida that existing 
shelters soon overflowed. FGCU responded 
by opening Alico Arena as an emergency 
shelter — replete with evacuated pets and 
all — and parts of other buildings to meet 
the demand of a community in peril, with 
several university staffers heroically stepping 
in to help.

But the second wave would come weeks 
later, when Hurricane Maria left the island 
U.S. territory of Puerto Rico in shambles. 
Among Puerto Ricans whose lives were 
instantly thrown into chaotic uncertainty 
were college students whose educational 
focus was temporarily displaced in the 
deadly storm’s wake.

So, while FGCU was able to offer shelter 
and solace to Southwest Floridians when 
they most needed it post-Irma, the university 
also offered that and more to Puerto Rican 
students impacted by Maria — specifically, 
an affordable option for continuing their 
higher education. For 14 Puerto Ricans and 
two students from the U.S. Virgin Islands, 
the FGCU experience would extend into 
full-time spring semester enrollment, with 
other students on the horizon this fall, lured 
by FGCU’s offer of in-state tuition for up to 

four semesters while the island continues 
to slowly rebuild from its worst-ever 
natural disaster.

True, The FGCU Effect is all about 
inspiring those who inspire others. But 

it’s also about extending a helping hand to 
those who seek that inspiration.

I

– Keith Gibson
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FGCU President Mike Martin winds up to throw  
the first pitch as the stands start to fill for a spring 
training game between the Minnesota Twins and 
the Pittsburgh Pirates at Hammond Stadium in 
Fort Myers. It was FGCU Night at the ballpark.


